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The main purpose of this study is to evaluate the potential improvements in forest biomass estimation 
by using commercially accessible and affordable small Unmanned Aerial System (sUAS) imagery. For 
this goal, total aboveground biomass is quantified by: field enumeration of all n = 1,919 trees in a 
Norway spruce (Picea abies) plantation; obtaining UAS imagery from over the plantation; indirect 
estimation of tree size distribution using UAS imagery; comparison of two methods for estimating tree 
crown area from UAS imagery; and linear correlations between field measurements and photo-based 
crown area estimates. Results showed generally weak correlation between field measurements of 
above-ground biomass and UAS-derived crown area estimates. To improve forest biomass estimation, 
recommended refinements were detailed.  
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Terms and Definitions 
 
Autonomous Operation — An operation without any remote-pilot intervention during mission.   
Commercial Operation — An operation performed for commercial purposes (mapping, security 
surveillance, wildlife survey, aerial application, etc.) (also educational purposes defined as a 
commercial operation). 
Flight Time — The total operation time from takeoff through landing. 
Lost link — The lack of the ability to command and control an UAV during flight.  
Remote Pilot in Command (RPC)— The person who remotely controls an UAV during flight time.  
Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) — An aircraft and its associated and attached elements, such as 
remote pilot in command, ground control station and the payload, which are operated with no pilot 
onboard. 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) — An aircraft without a human pilot onboard. 
Visual line-of-sight (VLOS) — During a flight mission, remote crew maintains visual contact with 
the aircraft directly to manipulate its movements and avoid collisions. Visual line-of-sight is the 
visible limit of an operation.  
Ground Control Station (GCS) — The station, including some required components, to control an 
unmanned aircraft during flight by remote-pilot in command from a distance.  
Spatial Resolution — Refers to the measurement of a pixel utilized in the smallest discernible 
detail in a single dimension (cm) affected by focal length (mm), sensor width (m) and flight altitude 
(m). 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Approximately 40% of the Earth’s land surface is covered by forest ecosystems and 
woodlands (Westoby, 1989), affecting the lives of all creatures, including humans. Forest 
ecosystems have long been threatened by a variety of destructive agents, starting with 
industrialization and the advent of machinery that allowed societies to exploit forest resources at 
a rapid rate. Industrial development also produced broader negative environmental impacts, such 
as increased carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, affecting forest dynamics and ecosystem processes. 
In addition to industrial and economic pursuits, additional threats to forests included forest land 
conversion to other uses such as settlement expansion and agricultural needs. In response to those 
anthropogenic and environmental threats, the concept of Sustainable Forest Management (SFM) 
emerged (MacDicken et al. 2015). SFM is a stabilization process that tries to balance the demands 
of human population with continuation of healthy forest ecosystems functions (MacDicken et al. 
2015). SFM is affected by a variety of factors, such as biodiversity, forest health and endurance 
against detrimental factors such as fire, disease and/or pests (Lindenmayer et al. 2000; Siry et al. 
2005), A requirement for all SFM plans is a forest inventory.  
In the historical context of forestry, forest inventories initially focused on quantifying 
timber volume for forest management and operational planning (Tomppo et al. 2010). However, 
beyond management requirements, data related to environmental, economic and social policies 
have been transforming information needs quickly (White et al., 2016). In today’s era, forest 
biomass estimation has gained a higher level of importance. Various approaches have been 
developed to procure more accurate forest biomass data and estimations. For the estimation 
process, field measurements have traditionally been the most acceptable and accurate method (Du, 
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2014). Those methods are based on field plot samplings and small area inventories such as stands 
and/or subunits (Leckie and Gillis 1995; Tomppo et al. 2010).  
Remote sensing technologies have been used to supplement forestry field inventory data 
for more than 100 years (Leckie and Gillis 1995). Early applications began in the 1900’s using 
aircraft mounted cameras (Franklin, 2001). These technologies have been shown to be efficient 
and effective tools for forest classification, quantifying natural disturbances or other damage 
assessment, timber inventory for management purposes, forest health, nutrition and sustainability 
(Kohl et al., 2006). Since the 1980s, broad scale land cover data, along with forest health and 
structure information, have been obtained from digital remote sensing data, such as satellite 
images (Magnussen et al. 2000; Wulder, 1998). Remote sensing applications also provide more 
valuable and accurate data in comparison to traditional methods related to monitoring changes in 
forest ecosystems.  
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) loaded with advanced sensors have recently emerged 
as a new technology with high precision for biomass estimation. These novel systems have always 
attracted foresters’ attention. Researchers are studying how to implement this technology to 
provide accurate, and time- and cost-saving applications for broad scale forest resources.  
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Chapter 2. Unmanned Aircraft Systems 
Remotely Piloted Aircraft System (RPAS), Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and 
Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) are terms that are often used interchangeably but have different 
designations as adopted by various jurisdictions. UAV is defined as an aircraft that can navigate 
without a human pilot onboard (U.S Federal Public Law 112-95, Section 331(8)), it is just the 
platform itself. In contrast, RPAS and UAS generally refer to the entire operating equipment 
including the aircraft, control station from where the aircraft is operated, wireless data link, and, 
in some cases, payload the aircraft is carrying. The United Nation’s International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO) uses RPAS (ICAO 2019), while British and American organizations use 
UAS (FAA 2019).  
Due to advances in UAV’s sensor technologies, researchers can collect data with finer 
spatio-temporal resolution under specific study area conditions. UAV platforms can be categorized 
into three basic groups: fixed-wing, multirotor, and a hybrid fixed-wing/multirotor craft (Figure 
1). Fixed-wing crafts use the Bernoulli Principle to provide aerodynamic lift. Therefore, fixed wing 
crafts have wider range, longer flight times, and higher velocity. In addition, these have more 
enhanced operational efficiency for larger study areas and more mapping coverage per mission. 
On the other hand, they have lower maneuverability. Multirotor copters possess ability to fly at 
lower altitudes and at a slower velocity while maintaining higher maneuverability, especially to 
stop and remain stationary. These crafts feature many benefits, such as the aforementioned which 
make them ideal forestry applications and also other types of studies. Quadcopters (four-rotor) are 
the most common type of wingless crafts for commercial and/or hobby purposes. Further, some 
models have been using eight rotors (named an octocopter). Eight rotors have a greater payload 
capacity than other UAVs. Therefore, eight rotors are generally used for more professional 
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purposes, such as rescue missions. Hybrid fixed-wing/multirotor craft can take off and land 
vertically like a multirotor copter, and they can fly at high speeds horizontally as fixed-wing 
vehicles. 
 
Figure 1.  Fixed-wing (Top-Left), Multirotor Copter (Quadcopter)(Top-Right) and Hybrid 
Fixed-wing/Multirotor (Bottom) Unmanned Aerial Vehicle samples.  
 
UAV systems have been in use for military purposes for years; however, they have also 
recently been increasingly used by civilians for commercial/educational purposes, as referenced 
by UVS International (Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International) in the 2013 
(Colomina and Molina, 2014) (Table 1). 
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Table 1.  Number of referenced UAS systems in relation to intended purposes in the 2013 annual 
inventory of UVS International (van Blyenburgh, 2013). 
Item 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
Referenced UAS 544 603 789 974 1190 1244 1424 1581 1708 
Producers/Developers 207 252 312 369 422 500 511 478 540 
International Teamed Efforts 20 32 34 35 38 36 54 32 48 
Producing Countries 43 42 48 48 50 51 51 51 53 
          
Development Purposes          
Military 397 413 491 578 683 631 674 548 564 
Developmental UAS 219 217 269 293 329 301 310 187 172 
Dual Purpose 44 77 117 242 260 283 318 353 392 
Civil/Commercial 55 47 61 115 150 171 175 217 247 
Research UAS 35 31 46 54 66 66 69 73 78 
 
As shown in Table 1, military applications accounted for the highest proportion of UAV 
usage for the 9-year time period from 2005 to 2013. The main application of military UAV uses 
for detection of surveillance targets. However, as of January 10, 2018, U.S. Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) records indicate that the number of UAS registrations has reached one 
million, including 878,000 for non-commercial purposes (registered by hobbyists) and 122,000 
commercial, public, governmental and other UAV (FAA 2018). Based on this data, the FAA has 
predicted future increases in UAV ownership (Table 2). 
Table 2.  Projected increase in the total number of registered UAV systems in the U.S, period 
2017-2022 (FAA, 2018).  
Number of UAS (in million) 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 
Lower-Prediction 1.10 1.50 1.76 1.87 1.92 1.96 
Base-Prediction 1.10 1.60 2.00 2.20 2.30 2.40 
Higher (Optimistic)-Prediction 1.10 1.73 2.35 2.73 2.94 3.17 
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Based on registration statistics in 2017, the actual number of registered UAV was 
approximately 788,570; however, the FAA’s prediction was 1.1 million, which means the FAA’s 
prediction is 28% higher than actual numbers in the USA. Over the next 5 years, the number of 
registrations is estimated to be double (from 1.1 to 2.4 million) based on observed trends (FAA, 
2018). 
2.1. Remote Sensing Applications in Forestry 
For forest inventory applications, before the widespread use of UAV, traditional manned 
airborne imaging had been used. The main differences between traditional manned airborne 
photogrammetry and UAV relate to image acquisition methods and image quality. UAV images 
are generally acquired using non-professional-grade cameras and recreational Global Positioning 
System (GPS) units. Inferior cameras cause greater perspective distortions, lack of camera 
geometry and poor consistency, while low-graded (inexpensive) GPS units might lead to poor 
positional accuracy (Puliti et al., 2015). Additional limitations of UAV include limited battery 
capacity, very sensitive and fragile components, and low power of the laser and sensor. On the 
other hand, UAV have many benefits, including operational flexibilities, maneuverability, and 
allowing for data acquisition in hazardous areas (e.g., forest fires, natural disasters or radioactive 
areas, etc.). Another advantage of UAV is that atmospheric conditions have less influence on the 
data collection process. Cloud coverage, for example, might be very detrimental for satellite 
imaging and traditional airborne remote sensing methods; however, low altitude UAV (up to 150-
200 m) are less affected by detrimental atmospheric conditions. As such, it is still possible to 
create an accurate map with high temporal and spatial resolution due to the operating zone of 
UAV, which are generally positioned below the cloud layer. In addition, acquiring and post-
processing remote sensing imagery is often quicker and more cost effective as compared to other 
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traditional methods (Puliti et al., 2015). As a result of these advantages, manned airborne remote 
sensing techniques have been surpassed by UAS (Siebert and Teizer, 2014). 
2.2. Other Considerations and Regulations (based on FAA rules) 
Before planning a mission or flight, it is extremely important for the remote pilot to 
understand and apply the basic rules and regulations governing UAS use. Secondly, the pilot 
should explore and experience the features of the unmanned vehicle, such as flight capabilities, 
maneuverability, battery capacity, etc.  Additionally, these UAV should be investigated prior to 
each flight and/or mission to detect any defect or malfunction to reduce the risk of possible 
accidents. In the United States, the usage of UAS is regulated by the FAA, which created and 
enforces the PART 107—Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems – Title 14 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations Part 107 (also 14 CFR §107) (FAA, 2016). Small unmanned aircraft systems (sUAS) 
are described by the FAA as all UAS weighing more than 0.55 pounds (250 g) or less than 55 
pounds (24.94 kg). Also, sUAS include additional necessary components: ground control station 
(GCS) and communication links and components that control the small unmanned aircraft in the 
national airspace system. Additional limitations were developed to protect public safety and reduce 
risks. 
 These fundamental limitations are (FAA, 2016): 
i. A mission should be during daylight, (30 minutes before official sunrise to 30 
minutes after official sunset, local time) or anti-collision lighting should be used to 
fly in civil twilight. 
ii. Weather should be clear; minimum visibility should be three miles (4.82 km) from 
ground control station (GCS). 
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iii. The maximum altitude is limited to 400 feet (121.92 m) above the ground level 
(AGL),  
iv. Maximum allowable speed limit is 100 mph (87 knots) 
v. The unmanned aircraft should be kept at least 500 feet (152.4 m) below the clouds 
vertically, or 2000 feet (609.6 m) beneath horizontally from cloud cover.  
In preparation for flight missions, a flat takeoff and landing area should be prepared for 
multirotor copters, which must be located in an open area, adequately distant from tree canopies. 
The most important part is that of the connection between UAS’s navigation system and GPS 
satellites before flight for safety issues. In the context of this study, UAS needs a minimum of 
eight satellite connections to determine its location to be flight ready, as satellite connections ≥ 8 
are needed for the automated system to function and navigate the craft. These precautions are not 
an exact solution to prevent collisions, but they reduce extraordinary situations perceptibly. 
Additionally, the GCS area should be selected within a short distance of the mission area to reduce 
unnecessary battery consumption. Also, cold weather and high winds are other environmental 
factors which may unusually increase battery consumption. 
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Chapter 3. Goals and Objectives 
Goal: The main goal of this research is to evaluate the potential improvements and applicability 
of commercially accessible and affordable small Unmanned Aerial System (sUAS) 
imaging in forest biomass estimations. 
Objectives: 
In order to meet the research goal, some fundamental objectives were successfully 
completed: 
1. Create a detailed field-based inventory of every mature Norway spruce (Picea abies) 
tree within the study site from which to ground-reference UAS data, this involves 
tagging, enumerating and measuring diameter-at-breast height (DBH) of each tree; 
2. Create a 2-dimensional (2D) stem map based on tree-to-tree and/or tree-to-ground 
control points distances; 
3. Conduct aerial missions over the study site with a UAS to obtain stereo imagery, under 
different flight parameters, such as varying direction, altitude and image overlap rates; 
4. Post-process raw aerial images (JPEG and RAW format) to derive useful forest 
inventory data for assessment; 
5. Correlate calculated biomass estimation and basal area data obtained from field 
measurements with tree crown area measurements data acquired from UAS data; 
6. Evaluate the precision of UAS data products through correlations with field 
measurements. 
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Chapter 4. Material and Methods 
4.1. Study Site  
Svend O. Heiberg Memorial Forest (Figure 2 and Figure 3), acquired by the State 
University of New York, College of Environmental Sciences and Forestry (SUNY ESF) on 14 
June 1948, was selected as the study site. The forest property located in Cortland and Onondaga 
Counties; Towns of Truxton, Preble, Fabius, and Tully 
(“https://www.esf.edu/for/briggs/FOR345/heiberg.htm,” 2001). For the research area, a Norway 
spruce (Picea abies) plantation (northern portion of Compartment 40) within the forest property 
was selected. The compartment was planted in 1931 and has been actively managed by the college 
for educational, recreational and commercial purposes. More than 99% of the trees in the stand are 
Norway spruce. The reason for selecting this compartment is the simple, homogeneous species 
composition and ages structure of trees.  
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Figure 2.  Study Area within Svend O. Heiberg Memorial Forest. 
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Figure 3.  Visual representation of a small portion of the study area, including individual 
Norway spruce (Picea abies) trees and other species.  
4.2. Field Measurements 
4.2.1. Tree Census 
Field measurements were conducted in the summer of 2018. This included tagging, 
enumerating and recording diameter-at-breast height (DBH) on every mature Norway spruce tree 
within the northern portion of compartment 40. Individuals in the study area (N=1,919) were 
enumerated using orange plastic tags and diameter-at-breast height was measured using a 
diameter tape (Figure 4). This step took approximately 3 weeks.  
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Figure 4.  Images of plastic tags and diameter tape used to measure DBH (in cm). 
4.2.2. Stem Map 
Initially, three reference points (control points) with determinable cartesian coordinates 
were selected, which are positioned at the northwest corner of the compartment in a triangular 
pattern, in an open area with no canopy overhead to prevent problems with the Global Positioning 
System (GPS) unit struggling to link with satellites, preventing data collection; this served as a 
starting point of the plot. The reference points were geolocated by a tripod-mounted Trimble Geo 
XH 3000 GPS Unit (Figure 5), which can reach accuracy levels of 0.5-2 meters. During data 
collection, the GPS unit was affected by environmental conditions, such as weather conditions, 
sun position (for UV Index), time and satellite positions. In my experience, according to satellites 
positions, the GPS Unit’s calendar recommended that data collection occur between 04:00 am and 
05:00 am. in 5th October 2018. However, it was not possible to do so due to rules of the study area 
that prevented access to the forest at that time. To improve locations of control points, the GPS 
unit was extended to 3-meter above the forest floor with the antenna. Approximately 250 positions 
were collected for each control point, and then in the post-processing step, those points were 
combined to acquire the highest precision.            
       







Figure 5.  Images of Trimble Geo XH 3000 GPS Unit and Antenna. 
4.2.2.1. Use of INTERPNT 
“INTERPNT” is a free software program coded at Harvard University in 1997 to accurately 
create stem maps using diameter-at-breast height (DBH) and tree-to-tree and/or tree-to-control 
point distance measurements to calculate the exact location (coordinate) of the tree (Boose et al. 
1998). The working principle of INTERPNT is based on the principles of trilateration, which 
determines the coordinates of an unknown (target) point in two-dimensional space using three 
distance measurements from known points in space (Figure 6).    
 Figure 6.  A basic illustration of the principles of trilateration. 
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The role of DBH in this process is that distances cannot be measured from the exact center of trees. 
Therefore, tree DBH is measured, and then the tree radius is added to the distance between trees 
during the data calculation process by INTERPNT.  
Surveys require measuring tape or laser pointers for distance measurements, a computer 
(running Microsoft Windows 98 for INTERPNT), a minimum of two field staff and three control 
points. Previous field experience is not required (Boose et al. 1998, 1999). For distance 
measurement, a Leica Laser Pointer was used (Figure 7). The location of each new tree (Target) 
was cross-referenced by at least three known points, either previously measured trees or control 
points. To obtain more accurate results, we measured the distances between trees three times, and 
the average of those measurements was used.  
The most important points of this step are (Boose et al. 1998, 1999): 
i. Locate control points as accurately as possible (open area/no canopy). 
ii. Distance measurements should be recorded in clockwise order. 
iii. Investigate data and problems at the end of each day.  
In this step, there were a couple of important obstacles that decreased the overall precision 
when creating the 2-d stem map. Distance and DBH measurements were extremely important; in 
some cases, even minor differences (~2-3 cm) caused large distortions and misplacements. 
Another consideration for the measurements, target and reference trees were intended to be close 
to each other; the accuracy of the Leica Laser Pointer was reduced at longer distances. Moreover, 
weather conditions had very destructive effects on distance measurements, especially on sunny 
days. As our laser pointer had a red-dot, it was almost impossible to detect the dot on the tree 
stem on sunny days. However, on the cloudy days, it was easy to detect the red-dot on the trunk. 
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Slope was another crucial factor; it had some effects on distance measurements. Distances should 
be measured horizontally because “INTERPNT” uses horizontal distances in the calculation 
process. In the field, however, it was very difficult to determine the proper horizontal 
measurement. For this problem, a level gauge, included on the laser pointer, was used. 
“INTERPNT” is designed to calculate exact tree locations within a space using clockwise order 
measurements, which means when you measure distances between trees and targets, you should 
move clockwise; otherwise, the program cannot estimate the correct locations of trees. When you 
create a triangle around the target tree to calculate its coordinate points, the angles of the triangle 
(α) should be 20° < α < 120°. 
INTERPNT outputs a text file including a two-dimension stem map with individual tree 
coordinates. Following that, the obtained coordinates of the control points were added to procure 
correct georeferenced locations of all trees in the same text file. This file was converted into a 
.csv file in Microsoft Excel to import ArcMap. Finally, that imported data was used to create a 2-
dimension map of trees (Figure 12).   
 
 Figure 7.  Image of the Leica Laser Pointer. 
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4.3. Biomass Estimation and Basal Area Calculation 
4.3.1. Biomass Estimation 
For biomass estimation, the following formula is used (Jokela et al., 1986): 
Yi = exp (B0 + B1 ln (DBH)) (1) 
where Y is the dry weight (kg) of tree component i, DBH is diameter-at-breast height (in cm), and 
B0 and B1 are equation coefficients different biomass components, including total mass of the stem 
wood/bark, live/dead branches, foliage or total aboveground biomass. These equations were 
developed and applied in the Allegheny Plateau of Central New York (Jokela et al., 1986). In this 
study, the equation and coefficients predicting total aboveground biomass, including live and 
dead branches, was used, due to the need to estimate the total carbon content in the study area. 
4.3.2. Basal Area Calculation 
The basal area of a tree is defined as the measurement of the cross-sectional area of tree 
trunks at 1.30 m above the ground, inclusive of the bark, developed to compare a forest's 
productivity and growth rate. A geometric conversion of diameter to cross-sectional basal area 
was obtained.  
BA = (π * [(DBH / 2)/100]2) (2) 
where BA is basal area (m2) of the tree and DBH (cm) as described above.  
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4.4. UAS Missions 
4.4.1. UAS 
Our UAS platform is comprised of a 3DR Solo Quadcopter, Solo Ground Control Station 
(GCS), a MAPIR Camera (MAPIR, 2018), and an Asus Minitablet (running Android OS) (Figure 
8). 
4.4.2. Payload 
The UAV was loaded with a MAPIR Survey 2 camera from which visible spectrum (RGB) 






Figure 8.  Illustration of 3DR Solo and MAPIR RGB camera (Left), the ground control station 
with range extender antenna (GCS) (Right). 
4.4.3. Mission Planning 
For mission planning in this study, Mission Planner (ArduPilot Dev Team, 2017) and 
TOWER (DroidPlanner Labs, 2016) mission planning apps were utilized, and during flight the 
TOWER  app was used to guide the UAV due to TOWER’s user-friendly interface and the ability 
to easily modify flight parameters, such as flight altitude (400 ft. ~ 121 m.), rotation (0°, 45°, 90°, 
135°), and image forward and side overlap (90% and 85%, respectively for all missions) (Figure 
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9). Other parameters, such as camera trigger, maximum flight velocity, yaw and servo settings, 
were managed by the app. For emergency situations, the remote pilot in command (PIC) is able to 
pause and/or cancel the whole flight missions at any time by using “Return to Launch” command 
and the UAV will return to the starting location using the shortest route. According to FAA 
regulations, UAV are prohibited from flying 400 ft. above the terrain. Therefore, the maximum 
flight limit was set to 400 ft. The data collected at lower altitude flight missions (i.e., 200 ft. and 
300 ft.) were not preferred because they required longer flight paths and extra battery consumption, 
even as the study area remained the same. Eventually, 105 RGB images were obtained from the 
400 ft. missions detailed below (Table 3). One-hundred and one of 105 RGB images were used for 
further analyses. Four of 105 images were not relevant with the main study area. Therefore, they 






 (a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 9.  Flight paths of aerial missions in different rotations a (0°), b (45°), c (90°), d (135°).  
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400 November 01, 2018 0 10 127 3.04 
400 November 01, 2018 90 11 134 3.04 
400 November 12, 2018 0 13 155 3.04 
400 November 12, 2018 45 11 105 3.04 
400 November 12, 2018 90 10 145 3.04 
400 November 12, 2018 135 12 148 3.04 
400 November 30, 2018 90 13 117 3.04 
400 November 30, 2018 135 14 132 3.04 
400 December 04, 2018 45 9 84 3.04 
400 December 04, 2018 90 10 78 3.04 
 
4.4.4. Mission Summaries 
All missions were performed on sunny days in the early afternoon. The aim of selecting 
this time of day was to decrease the size of trees’ shadows and to increase canopy illumination as 
much as possible. Therefore, the angle of solar elevation, cloud coverage and wind speed were 
considered, and solar elevation angle was close to 30 degrees from the horizon for all missions. 
During aerial missions, wind speed was generally low and cloud coverage was clear.   
Battery usage was affected by flight rotation. Missions flown at 0- and 90-degree required 
two batteries, and they completely drained during one mission. In contrast, 45- and 135-degree 
missions were completed with one battery, from take-off to landing.  
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4.4.5. Image Post-Processing 
4.4.5.1. Geotagging 
In order to create an orthomosaic, each image’s Exchangeable Image File (EXIF) metadata 
needed be edited to include geographic coordinates and altitude. This process is known as 
Geotagging. In some cases, geotagging is automatically completed by the camera while the image 
is taken. However, in this study, geotagging was done after flight missions. Geosetter (Schmidt, 
2011), a free software, was used to insert required information to images. Geotagging can be done 
with or without a telemetry log file by Geosetter. Telemetry logs are used as a guide by Geosetter 
to follow, but at least one of these images should be assigned manually by dragging a marker to 
the most accurate point of the orthoimagery interface. Then, other images are automatically aligned 
to manually assigned image based on the telemetry log. Before geotagging the base reference 
image, telemetry logs, including flight time, date, altitude and location etc., need to be converted 
into GPX files because telemetry log file format is not readable by Geosetter. For this conversion, 
another free software program, Mission Planner, was used. After conversion, the telemetry log is 
used as the flight path in Geosetter. Then, Geosetter estimates the locations of images along the 
telemetry path, and writes the obtained data from the telemetry log; altitude and coordinates into 
the image EXIF metadata. However, in my case, the image capture rate was determined 
automatically by TOWER. The rate of image capture shows fluctuation, which means the interval 
between two images did not remain the same and fluctuated between 3 seconds and 5 seconds. 
Therefore, Geosetter cannot determine and designate coordinates and altitude data to the images. 
For this reason, all 101 images were manually geotagged. This step took approximately six hours. 
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4.4.5.2. Orthomosaic Creation 
Orthomosaics are an image created from aggregation of neighboring stereo-images in a 
sequence which are then stitched together. The purpose of creating a mosaic is producing full aerial 
coverage for a whole study area that is geometrically corrected (“orthorectified”) with uniform 
scale having been adjusted for topographic relief, lens distortion, and camera tilt. Unlike an 
uncorrected aerial photograph, an orthomosaic can be used to measure true distances. To produce 
a more accurate continuity of orthomosaic, images should be captured in the same mission or at 
least the same season. Otherwise, an orthomosaic can be created, but problems can emerge relating 
to the continuity of the mosaic, as well as increase image distortion.  
In this study, various programs were tested: ERDAS IMAGINE’s 2D MosaicPro suite 
(ERDAS 2018), Pix4D Mosaic Creator (Pix4d 2018), and DroneDeploy (DroneDeploy 2018). 
After processing with each program, DroneDeploy completed the mosaic creation step 
successfully, while ERDAS IMAGINE and Pix4D failed to create an orthomosaic. To provide 
continuous coverage of the whole study area, a mosaic was produced by using 101 georeferenced 
images captured at 400 ft. (~121 m) above ground level (AGL). The duration of processing 
depends on input data. In this study, it took between 6 and 8 hours. 
4.4.5.3. Georeferencing 
Georeferencing is a process to match/overlap the location of a point in the image with a 
point on the Earth. This process can be manually completed using a minimum of four control 
points depends on model used; to improve fit of modified image, a user can add more than four 
points. For this step, ArcMap (ESRI 2018) base map was used with six control points. The 
georeferenced orthomosaic attained a location precision of RMSE: 5.94 m. 
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4.4.6. Creating a 3D Point Cloud from Stereo Images to Estimate Crown Volume 
As a new phenomenon, 3D point clouds are one method for accurately extracting 
biometrics (tree height and crown area) from a model to estimate tree biomass (Li, 2012). In order 
to create a 3D point cloud from stereo images, various photogrammetry programs are available on 
the market, such as DroneDeploy (DroneDeploy 2018), Pix4D (Pix4d 2018), and AgiSoft 
Photoscan (AgiSoft Photoscan 2019). Even though a 3D output was produced by DroneDeploy, 
the resulting 3D point cloud was poorly adopted to extract useful information (Figure 10). 
Therefore, this approach was abandoned, and subsequent analyses were focused on the 2D 





 (a) (b) (c) 
Figure 10.  Illustration of 3D Model created from Stereo Images. (a) Top, (b) Right and (c) Left-
Side  
4.5. Photo-Interpretation of Tree Counts from Orthomosaic 
After producing an orthomosaic in DroneDeploy (DroneDeploy 2018), the image was 
imported into ArcMap (Esri 2018). A new shapefile was created in the form of points in which 
each point represents a tree in the study area. This process was done manually; the tops of every 
tree that were visually detected and placed in the mosaic. These points were manually located for 
the sampling area in under two hours. 
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4.6. Tree Crown Area Measurements 
In order to measure tree crown areas, two different approaches were used, and outputs were 
compared to find the results that are most strongly correlated with field measurements in this study. 
4.6.1. Manual Tree Crown Area Measurements 
In this step, a circle tool in ArcMap was used to manually quantify tree crowns. Each tree 
in the sampling area was enclosed in a circle based on previously generated the tree top point data. 
Delineating the area of each crowns took over 4 hours because the process required paying more 
attention to obtain more accurate results (Figure 17). However, in one approach, manual tree crown 
area measurement process would have been time-consuming and imprecise. 
4.6.2. Automated Tree Crown Area Estimation based on Crown Edge Detection Using 
Classified Imagery and Thiessen polygons  
In this approach, identifying and separating individual tree crowns from canopy gaps 
through supervised image classification was required. The image classification that separated tree 
crowns from canopy gaps often produced large contiguous regions of crowns due to multiple 
adjacent trees having overlapping crowns. Training sites representing two classes of pixels – (1) 
tree crown and (2) crown gaps – where identified using the Training Site Manager tool in ArcMap 
10.6.1. The Create Signature tool was used to create a signature for the two classes from the 3 
color bands in the orthomosaic GEOTIFF image. The signature file was used as input for the 
Maximum Likelihood Classification tool in ArcMap 10.6.1 to classify pixels as either tree crown 
or canopy gap. Identifying and separating individual tree crowns from canopy gaps through 
supervised image classification resulted in some large contiguous regions of canopy containing 
multiple trees, particularly in regions where neighboring trees had interacting and overlapping 
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crowns. Automatic crown edge detection among each individual tree within these contiguous 
canopy regions was challenging.  
To automate the identification of crown edges between neighboring/adjacent trees within 
these contiguous canopy regions, Thiessen polygons surrounding each tree based on manual photo-
interpretation of tree top locations were created. The Thiessen polygons were used to represent 
maximum crown extension of each tree based on the point location of individuals. Tree locations 
are based on manual photo-interpretation of tree tops from 2D orthomosaic. Thiessen polygons 
were then intersected with the classified crown raster surface (after conversion to polygon) and 
each polygon symbolized by where the tree was found in area and the maximum crown extension 
visualization of workflow is presented in (Figure 11). The purpose of creation of the Thiessen 
polygons data were to test and compare the precision of manually created tree crown area data. 
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Figure 11. Process Workflow of tree edge detection and crown area estimation using combination 
of image classification and Thiessen polygons in ArcMap.  
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4.7. Correlation and Regression Analysis 
In order to visualize and analyze the relationships between field measurements and 
quantitative data extracted from the UAV imagery at both the plot level and tree level, scatter plots 
were created, and correlation and linear regression analyses were conducted (Minitab 2018). 
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Chapter 5. Results 
Stem map showing location of trees derived from field distance measurements and trilateration 
calculations (Figure 12).
 
Figure 12. Illustration of 2-dimension Stem Map and Sampling Area.  
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5.1. Tree List and Size-Class Distribution 
 In the study area, a total of 1,919 mature Norway spruce trees were enumerated, located and 
measured with a mean DBH of 35.90 cm and standard deviation of 10.57 cm within an approximately 
normal distribution. Of these, 805 were located within the 80 core sample plots with a mean DBH of 
39.46 cm and a standard deviation of 8.69 cm (Figure 13).  
 
Figure 13.  Size Class (DBH) distribution of 1,919 Norway spruce trees in 40th North 
Compartment. Mean = 35.89 cm and Standard Deviation = 10.57 cm. Size Class (DBH) 
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5.2. Basal Area and Biomass at Plot Level 
To calculate basal area and biomass values, the full census of trees derived from 80 core 
sample plots and equations (1) to (2) were used. The cumulative basal area and biomass data were 
obtained. Summary statistics are detailed below (Table 4). 
Table 4.  Detailed Statistics from Field Data and Photo-Interpretation for Biomass Estimation, 
Basal and Crown Area. 
Data Collection Method Measurement Minimum Mean Maximum Std. Dev. Total 
Field Data 
DBH (cm) 8.0 39.46 69.4 8.69 68,891 
      
Basal Area (m2) 0.50 11.50 37.83 5.81 9,351 
      
Biomass (kg) 20.25 471.16 1,557.94 238.97 383,056 
      
              
Manual Photo-Interpretation 
Tree Tops 
      
Crown Area (m2) 1.28 19.72 70.75 11.59 12,521 
      
Image Classification/Thiessen 
Polygon 
Crown Area (m2) 5.95 28.08 72.76 9.12 18,000 
       
 
5.3. Orthomosaic 
All images from different flight missions were evaluated in order to create an orthomosaic. 
Photogrammetry programs failed to produce a coherent orthomosaic from images for some 
missions. Eventually, a useful 2-D orthomosaic was produced for the entire study area with images 
from 45-degree rotation flight mission at November 12, 2018 (Figure 14). Due to image distortions 
of edges of the orthomosaic and poor orthorectification and mosaicking of tree crowns along edges 
of plantation, the central portion of the plantation was selected as a sampling area for further 
assessments. 
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Figure 14.  Orthomosaic image was produced using 101 images collected from UAV at 400 feet 
above the ground level. 
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5.3.1. Individual Tree Size Estimation 
5.3.1.1. 3D Point Cloud 
 Even though many noticeable Ground Control Points (GCP) were systematically deployed 
along with the entire study area, similarity between almost every image in the Norway spruce plots 
is the major handicap to create a 3D Point Cloud. During this step, Pix4D (Pix4d 2018) and 
DroneDeploy (DroneDeploy 2018) software were tested. Pix4D failed to create a 3D model; however, 
DroneDeploy successfully created a 3D Digital Surface Model (Figure 15). 
 
Figure 15.  3D Digital Surface Model generated by DroneDeploy. 
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After post-processing of 3D data, results were not adequate for subsequent analyses 
because only the 3D Digital Surface Model was generated, and 3D Point Cloud data were not 
created. For better 3D imaging results from paired stereo images, a couple of unique features must 
exist in/around the surveyed area such as buildings, roads, ponds or open areas etc. to provide 
uniquely identifiable cover features to the automated program. Otherwise, the automated program 
cannot efficiently create a 3D Point Cloud. In this study, even though orange ground control plates 
were used during all flight missions, Pix4D and DroneDeploy programs failed to recognize the 
cartesian location of a pixel on an image properly. Therefore, some parallax distortions and/or some 
displacements emerged in 3D Model and Orthomosaic.  
5.3.1.2. Photo-Interpretation of Tree Tops and Crown Area 
A total of 805 trees were obtained from field-based data. On the other hand, individual tree 
top results obtained by manually interpreting tree top locations from orthophoto is that a total 
number of 633 trees were visible, but 172 trees were not identified as illustrated hidden tree (Figure 
16). In addition to that tree top locations and manually detected crown areas were illustrated below 
(Figure 17). A total of measured tree crown area is 12,521 m2 representing 69% of the sample plot 
area. 
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Figure 16. Histogram illustrates the information about visibility of individuals in orthomosaic. In 
total 633 trees were visible, and 172 trees were not identified. The histogram shows the 
information about relationships between visibility of individuals and their live status in 
the orthomosaic. In total number of 8 trees were dead and hidden, and 3 individuals 
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Figure 17.  Map of manual Tree Crown Area detected and estimation. 
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5.3.1.3. Image Classification of Tree Crowns 
To detect tree crown area, image classification was applied in ArcMap 10.6.1. In total 
168,904,626 pixels were defined. 40% (68,789,537 pixels) of all area was defined as tree crown 
area which is represented by green color in the figure and open areas/gaps are represented by black 
color (Figure 18). In the across core sample region, 15,452,200 pixels (63% of the core sampling 
area) were classified as crown (Figure 18). 
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Figure 18.  Image Classification of Tree Crowns (Green) and Open Areas/Gaps (Black)  
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5.3.1.4. Determination of Crown Edges using Thiessen polygons from Tree Derived from 
Tree Tops 
The output would not allow for automatic crown edge identification for each individual 
tree. Thiessen polygons were produced for all photo-interpreted tree locations in the core sample 
area. Thiessen polygons and the classified crown raster surface (after conversion to polygon) were 
intersected, and each polygon symbolized by where the tree was found in area and the maximum 
crown extension (Figure 19).  
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Figure 19. Distribution of Individual Crown Polygons and Tree Tops among 80 interior plots. 
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5.3.2. Relationship between Plot Level Field-Based and Photo-Interpreted Tree Counts 
There was a weak, positive correlation between tree counts per plot based on field 
measurements and tree counts estimated through photo-interpretation (Figure 20). In some plots, 
I was able to mark more trees from mosaic even though more trees exist in the area. The plot 
number of 5, 12, 13, 22, 46 and 51 showed that trend. The reason of this pattern that the 
environmental effects have influences on trees during growing seasons such as slope, gravity and 
wind conditions during flight missions. Hence, trees are leaning and/or swaying in various 
directions. This natural phenomenon causes that a tree top and its’ stem were located in different 
plots. Correspondingly, those differences have emerged between photo-interpreted and field-based 
tree count. 
A histogram illustrates the information about visibility of individuals in orthomosaic. In 
total, there were 633 trees visible, and 172 trees were not identified (Figure 20).  
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Figure 20. Scatter Plot represents the relationship between field data and orthomosaic photo-
interpreted estimation of tree count data. (Size of symbol is proportional to number of 
plots).   
5.3.3. Relationship between Field-Based Cartesian Coordinates of Trees and Photo-
Interpreted Coordinates of Tree Top  
To compare the locations of trees between ground-based data and photo-interpreted data, 
the Near tool was used in ArcMap (ESRI 2018). Near tool determines and calculates distance and 
additional proximity information between input features (i.e., photo-interpreted tree tops)  and the 
closest feature in another layer or feature class (i.e., field based trees) (ESRI 2018) (Table 5) 
(Figure 21).  
  























Photo Interpreted count (# per plot)
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Table 5.  Summary statistics of the difference in tree locations between field measurements and 
photo interpretation of tree tops from Orthomosaic 
Data Collection Method Minimum Mean Maximum Std. Dev. 
Distance Between Trees (m) 
    
0.13 2.01 4.93 0.87 
    
Direction Between Trees (degree) 
    
-179.92 36.66 179.52 96.56 
    
 
Based on the Near analysis, mean differences between tree locations in field data and 
orthomosaic is 2.01 m. Furthermore, angle statistics represent rotation of the movement of trees in 
space. Mean value is 36.66°, which means the angle between tree location in field data and photo-
interpreted data is 36.66° (Figure 22). 
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Figure 21. Map showing pattern between field-based and photo-interpreted tree locations.  
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Figure 22. Detailed map showing errors in tree locations between field-based and photo-
interpreted measurements. Green crosses are photo-interpreted tree tops, yellow circles 
field stem map locations (size proportional to tree basal area) and red arrows are 
direction and magnitude of error. 
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5.3.4. Relationship between Tree Level Field-Based Basal Area and Photo-Interpreted 
Crown Area 
Linear relationships predicting field-based tree basal area and total above-ground biomass 
using two photo-based methods of estimating tree crown area showed significant, positive 
correlations (Table 6).  Results showed stronger relationships when using manual interpretation of 
crown tree as compared to using automated image classification of crown area. In addition, 
stronger correlations were observed when analyzing relationship at the tree-level as compared to 
the plot-level.  
Table 6: Summary statistics from simple linear regression equations relating photo-based crown 
area estimates (m2) to field-based tree basal area (m2) and above ground biomass (kg) 
measurements. Crown area estimate derived based on manual interpretation and 




Photo-based Crown Area Method R2 F-stat P-value 
Tree-level Basal Area Manual interpretation 0.4195 456.2 <0.0001 
(n = 633)  Automated image classification 0.3558 348.4 <0.0001 
 Biomass Manual interpretation 0.4196 456.2 <0.0001 
  Automated image classification 0.3358 348.4 <0.0001 
Plot-level Basal Area Manual interpretation 0.2502 26.02 <0.0001 
(n = 80)  Automated image classification 0.1882 18.08 <0.0001 
 Biomass Manual interpretation 0.2508 26.02 <0.0001 
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Based on the coefficient of determination (R² = 0.42), regression analysis shows a positive, 
moderate linear relationship (Figure 23) between field-based tree basal area and manually photo 
interpreted crown area. Additionally, variation in manually detected crown area (84.91 to 276.51 
m2/plot) is almost quadrupled, and basal area (0.76 to 2.08 m2/plot) is increased threefold. 
 
Figure 23. Scatter plot showing relationship in field-based individual-tree basal area and manually 
photo-detected crown area.  
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5.3.5. Relationship between Tree Level Field-Based Biomass and Photo-Interpreted 
Crown Area 
Regression analysis shows that there was a moderate positive linear relationship (R2 = 0.42) 
between the field biomass estimation and manually identified crown area (Figure 24).  
 
Figure 24. Scatter plot showing relationship in field-based individual-tree biomass and manually 
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5.3.6. Relationship between Plot Level Field-based Basal Area and Photo-Interpreted 
Crown Area 
Regression analysis shows that there was a weak positive linear relationship (R2 = 0.25) 
between basal area and automated tree crown area estimation (Figure 25). 
 
Figure 25. Scatter plot showing relationship in field-based plot-level basal area and photo-based 
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5.3.7. Relationship between Plot Level Field-Based Biomass and Photo-Interpreted 
Crown Area 
Based on the coefficient of determination (R² = 0.25), regression analysis shows a positive, 
weak linear relationship (Figure 26) between field-based tree biomass estimation and automated 
tree crown area estimation. 
 
Figure 26. Scatter plot showing relationship in field-based plot-level biomass and photo-based 
crown area estimation.  
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Chapter 6. Discussion  
6.1. Difficulty in Creating Stem Map 
 Creation of a stem map using tree-to-tree distances and the principle of trilateration 
suggests that an equilateral triangle is the best method of selecting neighboring trees for 
measurement (Boose et al., 1998); however, in some instances, this principle was not useful. 
Therefore, right-angled triangles and different variations were used to find the coordinates, but it’s 
not recommended for the entire study area. Furthermore, this process is extremely time consuming. 
In this study, it took two people measuring approximately ~100-150 trees per day (from 9 am. to 
6 pm.) for three and half months to fully measure the study area. 
6.2. Photogrammetric Analysis of UAS Imagery 
6.2.1. Creation of 3D Model and Point Cloud 
 AgiSoft Photoscan, DroneDeploy and Pix4d are photogrammetry programs designed to 
generate high quality 3D models and point cloud data from existing stereo images. Each program 
was performed to test its applicability in the study area. Even though a 3D model was produced 
by DroneDeploy from the 2D images, the output was not adequate for further analysis. To create 
a point cloud data, my initial assumption was that better aerial coverage would provide the best 
data for further analyses. Therefore, flight missions were planned to cover the entire study area in 
multiple angles (0°, 45°, 90° and 135°). After missions, the obtained images were combined for 
full coverage. Another problem was that the forward (90%) and side overlap (85%) rates were not 
adequate to capture the same tree in multiple frames at 400 feet (121.92 m) above the ground level 
(AGL). Moreover, in post-processing data, the differences in angle were not recognized by the 
software packages. Due to this failure, none of the programs were able to produce a coherent point 
cloud data. 
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6.2.2. Difficulty in Geotagging 
In order to create an orthomosaic, 2D stereo images must be geotagged. Some cameras 
complete this process automatically, but it was not done automatically by the MAPIR camera used 
in this study. In this step, the problem was alignment of the telemetry log (tlog) files and obtained 
images. The differences between camera date/time settings and drone date/time settings caused 
calibration problems because Geosetter (Schmidt, 2011) was referred by image capture time during 
the alignment process. Therefore, images were not automatically geotagged by Geosetter. All 
images were manually geotagged referenced by distinguishable ground data. The biggest 
limitation for this process is that alignment includes more error compared to automatically sorted 
alignment. As a result, distortion increased in orthomosaic. To decrease the probability of 
occurrence of this problem, all calibrations for camera must be completed correctly before flight 
missions. 
6.3. Mosaic Creation 
Due to lower precision of geotagging process, some images were not located properly. The 
DroneDeploy program was used to create an orthomosaic image. After 3 hours of processing, an 
orthomosaic was created, however, some distortions were noted in the north side of the study area 
linked with geotagging problems. To decrease distortions, stereo images were repeatedly aligned. 
In the end, after 3 trials, an improved orthomosaic was created but occurrence of distortions was 
not avoided. 
6.4. Tree Extraction from Orthomosaic 
 In order to detect tree crowns, manual and automatic approaches were applied. Both 
methods have their own advantages and disadvantages. The manual approach involved identifying 
individual tree tops through photo-interpretation. Results showed weak correlation between field 
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census and photo-interpretation in tree counts. Differences in counts related with inaccuracies in 
mosaic creation process, and inaccuracies resulted in image distortions. Another factor is the 
variation in the tree size distribution. Even though the study area is a plantation with trees of the 
same age, tree size distribution is large (DBH ranged from 8 cm to 69.4 cm). Thus, identification 
of trees is difficult depending upon its height in the canopy, which is correlated to tree diameter. 
It was difficult to detect small trees under the canopy and/or hidden by taller trees. Another factor 
for differences between field-based tree count and photo-interpreted field count is the position of 
tree tops at plot level. In other words, leaning trees were located in a core sample plot; however, 
tree tops were manually identified in another core plot. Thus, tree counts at plot level show 
variations plot by plot.  
6.4.1. Differences of Tree Locations between Field-Based and Photo-Interpreted Data 
Results showed that field-based tree cartesian coordinates and photo-interpreted locations 
are different. There are three possible reasons: (1) distortions of tree locations related with 
INTRPNT calculations. Because, after the calculation process, outputted data include some minor 
acceptable errors (≤ 0.10 m). However, accumulative errors caused those coordinate differences 
because of the large-scale study area (N=1,919 individuals). Therefore, tree locations were 
negligibly dislocated. (2) Another possible cause is the environmental factors. During growing 
seasons, vertical orientation in trees is influenced by many factors, such as slope, gravity and wind 
conditions during image acquisition. Due to those factors, trees are leaning and/or swaying in 
various directions. Thus, field measurements of location, which were taken at breast height, may 
not exactly match location of tree top from orthophoto. (3) Lastly, errors in creation of orthomosaic 
using photogrammetric algorithms by DroneDeploy, and errors in georeferencing orthophoto. 
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Those errors caused some image distortions. As a consequence, location of tree tops in 
orthomosaic may not align with location estimates near tree base.  
6.4.2. Correlations between Tree Basal Area and Photo-Interpreted Crown Area 
Results showed that there is a weak positive correlation between tree-based basal area and 
photointerpretation-based tree crown area. In contrast, results based on field-based allometric 
research containing more precise measurements of tree crown area, tree basal area and crown area 
would have been more strongly correlated (R2adj
 = 0.76–0.78) (Sharma et al., 2016). The weak 
correlation obtained in this study might be linked with possible inaccuracies in estimating crown 
area on the image and possible mismatch of tree identification from field data to tree top in 
orthophoto. Inaccuracies in estimating crown area is related to user’s error. Tree crown area 
detection was manually completed. In some regions of plantation, tree crowns located too closely. 
Furthermore, some tree crowns overlapped, and edge of tree crowns were almost indistinguishable 
by human eye. Because of that, it was too difficult to detect exact crown area in orthophoto. For 
this reason, crown areas may be identified inaccurately. Another reason for this result is possible 
mismatch of tree identification in orthomosaic to the field measurement. After detections, tree tops 
were matched with trees with the field-based stem map based on proximity and similarity in point 
patterns. For matching step, the closest tree location in stem map to tree top was preferred. Due to 
distortions and human factors, different stems and different tree tops might be paired. 
Consequently, this may have resulted in a weak correlation between basal area calculated from 
field-based data and photo-interpreted crown area values.  
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Chapter 7. Conclusion 
 Unmanned Aerial Systems will probably have extensive usage in most disciplines from 
natural environment to sociological studies. They will become more prominent compared to 
traditional aerial data collection methods due to their greater flexibility, such as time- and cost-
saving and gathering high-resolution data. As with all new technologies and their early 
implementations, results from this research were not as strong as desired. For future studies, this 
research suggests that to produce coherent 3D model and point cloud data of mature forests, 
optimum flight parameters for acquiring individual tree level attributes still need to be researched; 
flying with slower velocity to ensure stable image acquisition. Additionally, ground control points 
are another crucial factor. The software packages used to create orthomosaic photos were not able 
to recognize patterns in pixels to efficiently identify differences between tree crown and canopy 
gaps. Hence, ground control points must be located in forest gaps and open areas in order to be 
used as appropriate reference points for photogrammetry programs. Those modifications would be 
helpful to improve orthomosaic and 3D point cloud creation, and improve tree identification would 
correspondingly follow. 
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Chapter 9. Appendix 










1 50.5 411995.44 4735003.58 
2 49.3 412000.35 4735003.04 
3 56.7 412005.02 4735003.01 
4 49.5 411997.27 4734997.69 
5 49.3 412001.93 4734995.9 
6 36.6 412004.58 4734999.25 
7 54.4 411994.15 4734991.79 
8 39.8 412007.21 4734993.54 
9 44 412012.29 4735002.49 
10 44.6 412014.16 4734998.8 
11 30.6 412012.03 4734993.48 
12 37.3 412014.23 4734993.12 
13 36.4 412018.85 4735002.43 
14 57.3 412021.23 4735002.13 
15 38.7 412019.17 4734995.18 
16 36.3 412022.17 4734995.31 
17 39.3 412021.74 4734993.19 
18 53.8 411993.05 4734986.47 
19 50.2 411995.53 4734984.82 
20 40.6 411998.05 4734988.42 
21 39 412004.84 4734990.08 
22 32.9 412003.04 4734986.51 
23 56.2 412008.18 4734986.29 
24 49 412011.04 4734984.38 
25 32.1 412016.16 4734991.85 
26 33 412017.37 4734984.16 
27 32 412018.26 4734982.27 
28 32.2 412018.91 4734989.35 
29 28.2 412022.75 4734982.31 
30 25.1 412023.37 4734987.84 
31 31.7 412025.98 4734991.42 
32 43.9 412025.49 4735002.01 
33 44.7 412028.27 4734998.26 
34 46.8 412028.81 4734994.98 
35 48.6 412032.16 4735001.8 
36 52.2 412033.07 4734992.67 
37 44.7 412036.85 4734999.21 
38 54.3 412042.79 4734999.15 
39 41.5 412037.14 4734992.43 
40 32.2 412039.44 4734993.94 
41 37.6 412041.64 4734993.63 
42 36.8 412036 4734989.19 
43 31.8 412036.64 4734985.21 
44 26.3 412032.45 4734984.1 
45 33.9 412034.54 4734983.73 
46 31 412029.49 4734982.17 
47 26.3 412031.25 4734980.02 
48 28 412040.21 4734988.77 
49 40.5 412040.32 4734985.09 
50 33.1 412045.47 4734995.5 
51 15.8 412048.51 4734998.84 
52 44.2 412048.39 4734999.44 
53 19.4 412048.81 4734999.72 
54 18.5 412049.93 4734994.46 
55 33.4 412050.14 4734993.29 
56 31.8 412049.67 4734991.66 
57 44.2 412048.78 4734987.92 
58 36.8 412045.59 4734983.1 
59 40 412045.57 4734979.03 
60 28.6 412051.28 4734978.58 
61 52.9 412051.75 4734984.31 
62 29 412052.45 4734986.31 
63 39.2 412052.76 4734996.32 
64 27.8 412054.13 4734998.51 
65 61.6 412053.51 4735000.43 
66 38 412055.62 4735000.14 
67 23.8 412055.33 4734996.19 
68 26.8 412054.93 4734978.3 
69 37.1 412056.78 4734978.15 
70 43.1 412057.25 4734982.55 
71 42.4 412060.29 4734980.59 
72 21.7 412060.28 4734985.87 
73 34.1 412060.18 4734987.53 
74 26.4 412062.21 4734985.88 
75 39.8 412060.03 4734992.69 
76 35.5 412061.83 4734990.61 
77 41.6 412063.95 4734993.84 
78 40.4 412061.89 4734997.71 
79 40.3 412065.28 4734997.3 
80 34.8 412063.95 4735000.32 
81 53.1 412068.59 4734999.29 
82 39.6 412068.95 4734995.24 
83 39.3 412070.63 4734996.63 
84 33.5 412066.35 4734991.85 
85 24 412068.31 4734991.61 
86 33.1 412066.4 4734989.09 
87 26.3 412065.17 4734984.05 
88 39.6 412063.2 4734982.38 
89 23.1 412065.23 4734982.2 
90 28.5 412066.02 4734980.36 
91 30 412067.73 4734980.32 
92 40.3 412068.87 4734985.39 
93 22.2 412070.66 4734991.32 
94 17.2 412071.33 4734992.93 
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95 35.4 412074.63 4734995.01 
96 47.3 412075.62 4734998.89 
97 33.5 412075.38 4734991.2 
98 51.1 412072.27 4734983.03 
99 17.7 412076.71 4734992.92 
100 29.6 412080.3 4734994.49 
101 45.4 412080.98 4734998.39 
102 28.2 412082.48 4734992.67 
103 34.4 412080.18 4734991.03 
104 16.4 412076.14 4734984.3 
105 35.8 412077.97 4734984.07 
106 42.3 412080.76 4734985.96 
107 37.2 412081.17 4734982.29 
108 24.2 412076.09 4734976.66 
109 29.7 412079.57 4734978.55 
110 45 412081.69 4734976.12 
111 51.3 412081.51 4734972.68 
112 26 412083.65 4734974.22 
113 32.2 412084.99 4734983.72 
114 45.8 412085.02 4734990.92 
115 42.5 412085.79 4734995.85 
116 28.1 412088.03 4734993.87 
117 60.3 412086.72 4734989.06 
118 32.6 412089.57 4734986.86 
119 52.11 412088.6 4734983.33 
120 27.9 412094.14 4734984.92 
121 29.8 412092.55 4734993.52 
122 48.9 412092.73 4734997.69 
123 51.1 412098.01 4734997.13 
124 53.6 412097.08 4734993.19 
125 29.5 412096.71 4734986.48 
126 43.3 412098.43 4734982.81 
127 46.6 412100.61 4734986.32 
128 48.5 412099.4 4734989.73 
129 24.2 412101.9 4734994.69 
130 32.1 412101.71 4734996.89 
131 38.2 412103.73 4734996.86 
132 49.5 412105.58 4734994.53 
133 28.9 412103.9 4734989.16 
134 23.6 412104.66 4734985.94 
135 21.3 412101.7 4734980.56 
136 48.4 412103.72 4734982.01 
137 28.4 412108.38 4734987.3 
138 31.4 412108.85 4734981.87 
139 28.5 412110.17 4734990.35 
140 26 412111.67 4734988.6 
141 51.7 412113.95 4734995.72 
142 39.2 412116.2 4734993.58 
143 28.9 412118.09 4734989.78 
144 36.9 412116.51 4734988.32 
145 43.4 412117.98 4734995.19 
146 34.7 412120.17 4734986.52 
147 41.3 412109.61 4734978.71 
148 26.4 412114 4734980.39 
149 24 412114.62 4734981.77 
150 38 412116.56 4734981.5 
151 28.8 412118.13 4734983.22 
152 43.9 412118.23 4734978.19 
153 51.2 412122.25 4734981.21 
154 25.6 412117.63 4734976.32 
155 35.32 412123.89 4734987.59 
156 42.8 412124.02 4734989.25 
157 49.2 412124.14 4734994.95 
158 63.2 412129.85 4734994.52 
159 43 412130.42 4734990.17 
160 35.3 412130.68 4734986.94 
161 42.6 412128.59 4734982.15 
162 39.9 412126.01 4734977.29 
163 20 412122.5 4734973.99 
164 36.4 412129.79 4734977.02 
165 35 412133.26 4734972.38 
166 33.1 412133.97 4734974.47 
167 33 412134.45 4734978.53 
168 15 412132.58 4734983.58 
169 25.8 412136.49 4734980.05 
170 37.5 412138.54 4734983.13 
171 49.9 412137.64 4734985.05 
172 40.1 412137.73 4734988.12 
173 38.4 412135.95 4734990.22 
174 33.8 412135.4 4734994.05 
175 30.2 412137.56 4734993.97 
176 50.3 412141.77 4734991.55 
177 46.6 412143.35 4734986.54 
178 46.3 412145.94 4734993.46 
179 42.6 412138.56 4734977.87 
180 19.3 412142.21 4734981.14 
181 29.5 412144.06 4734981.23 
182 44.6 412140.2 4734971.04 
183 42.5 412146.96 4734974.14 
184 49.6 412146.21 4734978.12 
185 34.8 412147.94 4734981.56 
186 30.5 412149.66 4734979.65 
187 18.4 412148.28 4734985.67 
188 34.6 412148.39 4734989.09 
189 35 412150.66 4734988.45 
190 32.5 412150.2 4734993.21 
191 43.1 412151.62 4734979.46 
192 41 412149.08 4734969.59 
193 45.5 412155.2 4734984.56 
194 28.7 412156.63 4734987.91 
195 30.2 412159.98 4734982.62 
196 41.3 412159.44 4734986.04 
197 21.8 412158.66 4734987.8 
198 19.3 412161.49 4734985.84 
199 46.6 412162.13 4734982.8 
200 30.3 412159.96 4734980.72 
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201 22.3 412160.54 4734987.92 
202 26.8 412160.68 4734989.74 
203 14.9 412162.62 4734989.57 
204 39.2 412164.48 4734989.6 
205 28.5 412164.44 4734987.83 
206 35.7 412167.56 4734985.69 
207 12.1 412167.99 4734984.22 
208 27.7 412167 4734982.22 
209 26.6 412163.77 4734979.9 
210 24 412160.89 4734978.67 
211 42.3 412157.02 4734974.61 
212 31.9 412159.03 4734975.11 
213 26.4 412159.69 4734976.9 
214 18.8 412160.62 4734977.2 
215 38.1 412163.97 4734977.87 
216 40 412167.04 4734976.63 
217 25.3 412167.71 4734981.02 
218 40.2 412168.88 4734982.05 
219 24.8 412169.07 4734978.43 
220 19.5 412169.09 4734977.74 
221 15.1 412168.72 4734976.03 
222 30.6 412167.91 4734971.95 
223 33.1 412166.16 4734972.38 
224 22 412159.83 4734973.51 
225 18.5 412167.3 4734979.06 
226 47.1 412166.2 4734970.57 
227 26 412162.76 4734967.99 
228 19.7 412164.5 4734967.86 
229 31.6 412167.5 4734967.71 
230 22.4 412162.81 4734965.93 
231 22.7 412157.51 4734970.34 
232 44.3 412154.95 4734969.38 
233 17.3 412156.83 4734966.44 
234 32.5 412158.33 4734964.43 
235 24.7 412166.48 4734963.85 
236 31.1 412164.24 4734961 
237 16.3 412162.57 4734961.05 
238 38.2 412160.84 4734961.19 
239 33.5 412156.54 4734963.21 
240 20.6 412157.08 4734961.33 
241 37.3 412159.16 4734959.26 
242 11.9 412162.85 4734958.89 
243 42.3 412164.54 4734958.73 
244 28.7 412166.17 4734958.5 
245 40.6 412164.87 4734956.59 
246 15.3 412163.08 4734956.85 
247 27.2 412158.85 4734956.31 
248 21.6 412164.48 4734954.47 
249 33.9 412162.45 4734954.52 
250 24.5 412160.41 4734953.7 
251 56.4 412166.88 4734965.53 
252 48 412164.18 4734952.57 
253 27.7 412152.84 4734962.24 
254 26.7 412154.4 4734959.97 
255 30.5 412151.34 4734967.53 
256 35.5 412152.3 4734964.34 
257 22 412150.38 4734964.51 
258 15.6 412151.22 4734960.7 
259 34.5 412148.68 4734960.41 
260 43.4 412143.6 4734962.21 
261 45 412144.21 4734965.26 
262 29.1 412144.37 4734968.62 
263 32.9 412140.18 4734967.47 
264 19.9 412142.1 4734959.29 
265 28.5 412137.72 4734959.67 
266 39.2 412134.44 4734963.5 
267 49.3 412132.82 4734959.72 
268 47.8 412131.75 4734969.7 
269 40 412128.27 4734960.26 
270 30.5 412125.82 4734969.57 
271 44.4 412125.56 4734966.48 
272 46.8 412122.58 4734971.44 
273 46.5 412119.04 4734968.33 
274 44.4 412121.31 4734964.59 
275 66.7 412121.81 4734958.14 
276 37.9 412118.15 4734961.78 
277 32.3 412113.37 4734962.65 
278 47.2 412114.51 4734966.87 
279 22 412115.11 4734974.31 
280 45.5 412111.79 4734972.66 
281 44.4 412108.77 4734967.46 
282 42.2 412106.48 4734962.84 
283 47.2 412106.06 4734973.14 
284 25.2 412101.79 4734969.55 
285 58.8 412100.9 4734965.29 
286 19 412099.77 4734968.41 
287 49.6 412100.67 4734975.14 
288 28.9 412098.53 4734977.62 
289 30.9 412096.74 4734979.53 
290 49.4 412097.62 4734975.38 
291 29.3 412095.25 4734968.42 
292 37.7 412093.97 4734971.87 
293 34.3 412092.31 4734973.78 
294 43 412092.29 4734978.12 
295 30.9 412090.28 4734979.95 
296 30 412091.07 4734968.8 
297 24.6 412089.06 4734971.92 
298 22.1 412087.22 4734972.39 
299 20.8 412085.66 4734970.62 
300 42.1 412001.87 4734982.53 
301 42.2 411997.95 4734980.35 
302 31.6 411994.45 4734978.92 
303 44.7 411999.88 4734975.32 
304 43.2 412000.86 4734973.36 
305 38 411996.24 4734973.63 
306 36.4 411991.54 4734973.6 
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307 44.4 411990.98 4734971.49 
308 49.6 411990.52 4734967.65 
309 31.1 412000.33 4734967.53 
310 57.8 411999.59 4734962.39 
311 33.3 412003.71 4734974.95 
312 33 412005.73 4734978.23 
313 38.8 412007.63 4734974.63 
314 52.4 412006.11 4734967.63 
315 43.1 412006.13 4734961.91 
316 31.8 412009.93 4734963.73 
317 38.1 412010.66 4734970.92 
318 32 412009.84 4734974.36 
319 38.5 412012.56 4734980.13 
320 27.7 412012.85 4734968.54 
321 41.2 412013.53 4734965.11 
322 34 412012.06 4734961.02 
323 29.3 412017.13 4734962.2 
324 35.7 412017.81 4734966.2 
325 45.2 412017.47 4734972.27 
326 45.8 412018.33 4734978.08 
327 25 412021.93 4734980.22 
328 39.9 412022.48 4734978.3 
329 22 412024.6 4734978.33 
330 35.3 412023.78 4734974.78 
331 45.5 412023.15 4734969.79 
332 46.3 412023.29 4734961.44 
333 23 412024.82 4734962.98 
334 36.4 412026.77 4734971.08 
335 42.4 412029.65 4734977.8 
336 43.1 412029.83 4734972.89 
337 41.8 412027.77 4734962.31 
338 34.9 412030.16 4734965.66 
339 37.7 412031.91 4734964.1 
340 24.9 412033.42 4734969.07 
341 32 412033.96 4734973.17 
342 35.2 412035.75 4734974.45 
343 41.5 412039.42 4734977.44 
344 19.3 412043.01 4734977.25 
345 32.2 412040.95 4734972.48 
346 18 412038.59 4734970.89 
347 38.5 412036.63 4734962.29 
348 47.3 412040.57 4734962.21 
349 22.8 412039.84 4734966.96 
350 48.3 412040.93 4734968.91 
351 47 412044.58 4734974.03 
352 19.3 412049.82 4734973.89 
353 25 412047.45 4734972.14 
354 27.5 412046.65 4734968.31 
355 39 412043.27 4734964.14 
356 35.3 412044.15 4734962.11 
357 26.5 412049.64 4734966.69 
358 42.2 412052.16 4734973.34 
359 23.8 412055.75 4734974.86 
360 35.5 412053.16 4734966.71 
361 55.2 412051.01 4734961.5 
362 41.4 412057.16 4734964.71 
363 40 412058.3 4734971.19 
364 17.7 412059.66 4734974.61 
365 41.4 412064.08 4734974.13 
366 51.2 412060.86 4734968.86 
367 37 412061.58 4734965.61 
368 31.2 412064.86 4734960.65 
369 29.4 412065.42 4734967.39 
370 41 412068.06 4734970.71 
371 46.8 412067.74 4734965.3 
372 25.1 412069.58 4734963.62 
373 23 412070.86 4734967.03 
374 41.7 412072.13 4734972.12 
375 28.6 412074.41 4734970.19 
376 25.6 412075.14 4734968.07 
377 33.7 412075.61 4734964.3 
378 46.1 412072.97 4734961.54 
379 35 412081.96 4734960.78 
380 55.4 412080.08 4734966.06 
381 48 412077.73 4734971.5 
382 38.2 412086.49 4734966.91 
383 40.2 412091.26 4734963.81 
384 57.3 412086.16 4734959.29 
385 48.2 412095.04 4734958.61 
386 37.5 412095.73 4734962.58 
387 27.2 412098.2 4734962.13 
388 29.9 412100.47 4734956.02 
389 27.1 412101.03 4734960.11 
390 47.8 412103.07 4734955.94 
391 54.9 412110.07 4734957.69 
392 31.1 412106.6 4734952.53 
393 39.1 412112.78 4734953.38 
394 42.2 412114.5 4734957.46 
395 54.4 412119.14 4734952.09 
396 35.5 412125.59 4734951.45 
397 47.2 412129.82 4734951.21 
398 44.3 412133.17 4734956.35 
399 44.7 412136.92 4734954.78 
400 42.4 412140.07 4734948.3 
401 30.4 412141.39 4734954.45 
402 30.9 412143.46 4734954.18 
403 28 412145.57 4734955.24 
404 43.8 412145.47 4734953.76 
405 19.6 412147.35 4734952.93 
406 36.4 412148.59 4734956.8 
407 42.3 412149.89 4734953.09 
408 41.3 412154.29 4734953.68 
409 33.1 412153.47 4734951.86 
410 37.1 412156.56 4734952.29 
411 33.1 412159.58 4734949.53 
412 27.6 412159.93 4734951.64 
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413 36.9 412163.42 4734948.63 
414 51.7 411991.4 4734960.14 
415 25.1 411994.58 4734957.93 
416 34.3 411999.86 4734957.53 
417 39.2 411996.91 4734952.51 
418 27 411992.87 4734952.76 
419 33.1 411991.22 4734954.63 
420 53.1 411988.62 4734954.55 
421 25.8 411988.23 4734950.82 
422 36 411991.24 4734948.82 
423 43.2 411987.92 4734948.57 
424 53 411987.73 4734945.07 
425 47.4 411992.39 4734940.72 
426 59.2 411997.25 4734945.47 
427 40 412002.47 4734951 
428 51.2 412004 4734955.54 
429 40 412011.44 4734956.84 
430 48.2 412009.86 4734950.32 
431 44.1 412004.04 4734945.62 
432 46.1 412005.23 4734941.82 
433 34.9 412008.11 4734945.18 
434 37.8 412012.57 4734948.23 
435 44.4 412016.7 4734956.67 
436 36.7 412020.2 4734955.37 
437 47.7 412017.55 4734953.13 
438 42.3 412013.27 4734942.62 
439 45.6 412012.69 4734939.38 
440 22.3 412017.91 4734944.53 
441 46.2 412021.68 4734951 
442 31.1 412023.87 4734954.21 
443 30.4 412026.48 4734955.92 
444 40.2 412028.09 4734953.86 
445 36 412027.85 4734949.69 
446 26.5 412022.25 4734943.76 
447 49.8 412019.34 4734940.82 
448 37 412017.36 4734937.04 
449 53.7 412025.22 4734934.98 
450 42.2 412025.13 4734938.54 
451 21.8 412027.98 4734942.03 
452 39.4 412028.5 4734943.96 
453 30.2 412030.72 4734946.8 
454 31.4 412033.98 4734949.9 
455 45.7 412032.34 4734955.8 
456 36.7 412038.28 4734955.46 
457 34.3 412037.5 4734951.75 
458 47 412036.11 4734943.37 
459 51.6 412032.15 4734941.79 
460 28 412034.52 4734937.41 
461 36 412036.01 4734933.69 
462 45.1 412038.08 4734939.33 
463 32.9 412039.85 4734948.13 
464 49.1 412042.07 4734955.37 
465 46.5 412044.21 4734951.19 
466 23.8 412038.94 4734951.54 
467 63 412042.5 4734940.84 
468 29.9 412044.34 4734933.88 
469 54.6 412046.8 4734934.02 
470 35.1 412048.83 4734938.65 
471 36.2 412048.61 4734942.98 
472 20.7 412050.63 4734942.7 
473 31.6 412053.15 4734951.59 
474 37.6 412048.42 4734955.33 
475 43.4 412052.54 4734955.49 
476 40.4 412051.52 4734951.39 
477 54.3 412058.42 4734955.34 
478 45 412054.78 4734948.03 
479 35.7 412052.88 4734942.86 
480 30.2 412053.62 4734936.71 
481 43.8 412051.21 4734932.17 
482 33.9 412056.15 4734931.55 
483 42 412057.56 4734938.57 
484 48.6 412057.21 4734942.47 
485 25.5 412059.32 4734947.41 
486 33.9 412062.22 4734955.08 
487 38.9 412065.99 4734955.11 
488 28.4 412065.84 4734951.06 
489 43.2 412063.37 4734947.57 
490 48.1 412061.83 4734940.77 
491 31.5 412059.27 4734933.17 
492 36 412061.47 4734931.21 
493 20.4 412062.5 4734935.19 
494 41.1 412068.36 4734936.41 
495 37.6 412067.73 4734940.15 
496 39.2 412069.02 4734947.48 
497 35.3 412071.76 4734951.11 
498 47.2 412077.42 4734957.74 
499 16.3 412075.76 4734953.07 
500 42 412074.05 4734945.48 
501 39.4 412072.16 4734940.11 
502 31.8 412074.2 4734938.39 
503 36.2 412072.97 4734936.49 
504 38.4 412071.86 4734931.63 
505 41.1 412077.12 4734933.2 
506 48.7 412079.08 4734945.08 
507 53.7 412077.84 4734951.36 
508 33.9 412080.82 4734957.23 
509 31 412086.82 4734954.28 
510 40 412083.04 4734946.94 
511 28.5 412082.52 4734940.18 
512 53.2 412080.57 4734938.09 
513 32.9 412081.78 4734929.67 
514 34.8 412083.78 4734932.16 
515 30.6 412083.86 4734935.43 
516 45.6 412087.06 4734941.51 
517 55.8 412089.47 4734949.22 
518 41.1 412090.49 4734953.96 
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519 19.1 412094.45 4734953.38 
520 26.7 412092.67 4734950.55 
521 26.9 412093.28 4734945.79 
522 35.4 412090.37 4734937.76 
523 31.7 412086.87 4734933.08 
524 46.7 412089.55 4734931.42 
525 48.5 412092.16 4734934.44 
526 41.2 412095.05 4734941.13 
527 51.9 412100.58 4734949.53 
528 38.8 412100.16 4734944.68 
529 26.6 412096.95 4734937.76 
530 25.7 412096.44 4734934.77 
531 51.4 412098.25 4734934.28 
532 30.5 412098.29 4734934.32 
533 45.4 412101.17 4734937.34 
534 34.2 412102.56 4734940.88 
535 32.6 412104.24 4734947.7 
536 45.8 412107.99 4734948.79 
537 41.9 412108.85 4734943.74 
538 37.8 412105.57 4734938.4 
539 41.2 412104.04 4734931.45 
540 37.2 412099.99 4734926.83 
541 36.2 412097.66 4734925.42 
542 31 412103.84 4734926.58 
543 45.4 412107.55 4734936.23 
544 38.4 412114.03 4734948.07 
545 34.9 412114.69 4734944.78 
546 43.3 412111.68 4734938.48 
547 29.2 412110.91 4734933.76 
548 33.2 412108.5 4734930.44 
549 37.7 412107.77 4734925.06 
550 25.4 412113.61 4734930.72 
551 39.3 412114.95 4734933.6 
552 21.2 412116.08 4734940.61 
553 45.5 412118.69 4734944.16 
554 38.4 412120.37 4734945.38 
555 31.7 412119.88 4734940.46 
556 35.9 412117.91 4734937.06 
557 37.6 412118.22 4734930.56 
558 54.6 412117.87 4734926.89 
559 26.5 412120.47 4734932.34 
560 14.8 412122.79 4734943.44 
561 33.1 412127.74 4734946.3 
562 28.9 412125.24 4734941.34 
563 34.3 412124.93 4734934.25 
564 30.3 412123.53 4734929.23 
565 31.9 412127.47 4734926.96 
566 45.8 412129.56 4734931.92 
567 49 412127.82 4734936.86 
568 34.5 412132.15 4734937.25 
569 38.9 412133.51 4734943.16 
570 50.8 412132.17 4734946.43 
571 51.5 412136.17 4734947.82 
572 24.6 412139.27 4734944 
573 23.6 412137.89 4734942.67 
574 56.7 412134.73 4734939.32 
575 32 412138.2 4734936.93 
576 41.2 412136.24 4734935.98 
577 44.1 412135.95 4734930.07 
578 41.6 412141.02 4734929.77 
579 37.1 412141.9 4734934.74 
580 46.7 412141.32 4734938.86 
581 37.8 412142.98 4734943.9 
582 40.5 412147.6 4734946.98 
583 27.4 412147.26 4734943.28 
584 25.2 412145.81 4734936.33 
585 30 412145.86 4734934.37 
586 25.1 412143.13 4734929.57 
587 23.8 412147.9 4734930.1 
588 49.6 412148.87 4734931.95 
589 22.5 412149.02 4734939.83 
590 39.7 412149.25 4734941.91 
591 30.2 412149.43 4734945.27 
592 31.4 412151.25 4734945.28 
593 21.7 412152.43 4734946.23 
594 21.5 412154.91 4734946.26 
595 27.9 412154.86 4734944.85 
596 30.5 412154.02 4734939.65 
597 35.9 412151.89 4734936.27 
598 35.9 412153.8 4734936.08 
599 17.8 412151.06 4734931.57 
600 24.9 412151.57 4734929.84 
601 29.6 412151.34 4734928.12 
602 31.1 412155 4734931.27 
603 21.1 412155.98 4734935.9 
604 39 412156.52 4734946.36 
605 36 412158.39 4734946.35 
606 26.7 412159.98 4734946.18 
607 35.7 412157.98 4734941.51 
608 31.2 412158.3 4734939.47 
609 21.7 412157.84 4734935.76 
610 24.2 412157.24 4734932.28 
611 37.2 412156.26 4734929.42 
612 42.6 412161.41 4734932.04 
613 33.1 412159.98 4734933.97 
614 44.6 412162.22 4734938.98 
615 30.2 412162.51 4734940.69 
616 30.4 412161.99 4734944.15 
617 12.9 412161.89 4734945.74 
618 51.6 412163.82 4734945.65 
619 28.4 411986.18 4734940.57 
620 44.1 411987.03 4734938.42 
621 44.8 411993.1 4734935.68 
622 49.5 411997.92 4734936.26 
623 38 411987.78 4734932 
624 52 411985.18 4734928.56 
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625 41.7 411991.68 4734928.78 
626 26.6 411997.3 4734931.38 
627 39.6 411994.07 4734925.36 
628 43.6 411990.02 4734923.3 
629 20.1 411990.25 4734921.5 
630 25 411988.43 4734921.14 
631 22 411992.23 4734919.24 
632 36.8 411992.68 4734921.25 
633 11.8 411994.96 4734919.63 
634 33 411996.33 4734921.6 
635 34.5 411999.5 4734927.95 
636 51.4 412000.89 4734931.29 
637 57 412011.34 4734934.35 
638 48 412006.91 4734931.03 
639 45.4 412000.05 4734923.02 
640 19.3 411999.52 4734918.88 
641 27.9 411998.95 4734917.16 
642 36.8 412001.12 4734916.84 
643 33.4 412004.05 4734922.58 
644 17.6 412004.87 4734920.77 
645 36.4 412008.3 4734923.82 
646 29.4 412006.97 4734920.39 
647 33.9 412005.04 4734916.41 
648 38.4 412006.62 4734912.13 
649 26.8 412009.31 4734915.93 
650 43.4 412011.61 4734919.15 
651 35.3 412012.69 4734928.47 
652 38.3 412017.46 4734930.53 
653 40.4 412013.81 4734922.89 
654 28.5 412013.53 4734915.72 
655 28 412015.65 4734913.78 
656 46.6 412017.39 4734922.71 
657 44.5 412020.31 4734926.43 
658 30.8 412021.71 4734930.5 
659 43.3 412027.68 4734930.32 
660 40.4 412024.51 4734926.2 
661 48.3 412022.99 4734922.62 
662 11.3 412021.9 4734920.49 
663 37.8 412019.8 4734920.46 
664 37.6 412020.53 4734917.63 
665 20.5 412017.91 4734915.51 
666 27 412023.88 4734913.66 
667 24.7 412026.12 4734915.27 
668 38.5 412027.38 4734920.49 
669 48.6 412032.19 4734926.36 
670 40.4 412035.31 4734930.03 
671 39.3 412041.51 4734929.99 
672 27.1 412037.68 4734922.28 
673 45.4 412035.76 4734920.63 
674 41 412034.28 4734917.06 
675 22.5 412030.5 4734916.98 
676 45.2 412030.21 4734913.49 
677 42.1 412034.24 4734912.9 
678 48.9 412038.83 4734912.37 
679 50.2 412042.45 4734920.69 
680 32.1 412043.01 4734924.2 
681 52.1 412046.19 4734925.93 
682 37.3 412051.71 4734925.34 
683 43.8 412049.75 4734922.02 
684 25.5 412042.93 4734916.69 
685 37.1 412042.87 4734912.44 
686 39.5 412048.3 4734906.91 
687 31.6 412050.76 4734910.65 
688 48.4 412050.18 4734914.25 
689 43.4 412052.28 4734916.3 
690 39.7 412052.4 4734920.32 
691 34.1 412056.01 4734927.18 
692 34.2 412057.94 4734929.14 
693 21 412060.29 4734925.57 
694 49.3 412057.93 4734921.2 
695 48.9 412052.63 4734907.32 
696 33.6 412057.84 4734907.56 
697 40.4 412059.64 4734910.98 
698 54.9 412059.56 4734916.15 
699 50.5 412062.14 4734921.3 
700 48.4 412065.72 4734929.04 
701 23.9 412066.69 4734921.9 
702 50.9 412067.18 4734919.66 
703 36.8 412061.93 4734911.31 
704 42.5 412063.79 4734907.92 
705 46.1 412067.47 4734911.12 
706 43.1 412070.29 4734925.56 
707 40 412072.81 4734927.01 
708 40.6 412071.75 4734920.28 
709 48.2 412069.78 4734910.87 
710 47.2 412070.42 4734905.23 
711 34 412073.44 4734906.79 
712 26.3 412073.6 4734916.21 
713 41 412076.32 4734919.69 
714 40.2 412075.35 4734923.06 
715 28.3 412076.85 4734926.52 
716 25.9 412079.18 4734925.35 
717 47.7 412081.79 4734921.26 
718 55.5 412079.6 4734916.4 
719 36.4 412078.3 4734906.77 
720 43.8 412075.4 4734904.71 
721 39.2 412080.28 4734902.86 
722 41.2 412083.54 4734916.2 
723 27.7 412084.15 4734919.6 
724 19.4 412085.32 4734923.58 
725 29.3 412085.11 4734925.32 
726 32.8 412087.45 4734926.55 
727 42.5 412091.34 4734924.53 
728 41.8 412091.17 4734922.16 
729 39.1 412087.28 4734916.34 
730 53.3 412087.59 4734914.21 
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731 55.4 412084.57 4734906.24 
732 49.1 412087.02 4734906.38 
733 52.1 412092.38 4734906.24 
734 34.3 412092.01 4734909.91 
735 42.3 412093.84 4734914.54 
736 28.7 412095.16 4734920.55 
737 24.7 412097.76 4734918.68 
738 46.8 412098.05 4734916.35 
739 25.3 412102.56 4734920.89 
740 35.3 412104.63 4734920.86 
741 48.2 412102.48 4734916.36 
742 41.2 412100.48 4734911.1 
743 43.3 412097.53 4734906 
744 48.6 412092.2 4734898.04 
745 33.3 412097.93 4734901.26 
746 45.5 412098.13 4734898.06 
747 36.2 412103.56 4734906.04 
748 32 412103.59 4734908.08 
749 37.4 412106.39 4734916.28 
750 44 412110.59 4734920.71 
751 32.5 412114.77 4734920.4 
752 45.9 412112.39 4734916.52 
753 39.3 412110.62 4734909.94 
754 43.9 412108.98 4734907.85 
755 42.4 412106.15 4734906.02 
756 44.6 412102.42 4734897.84 
757 22.5 412111.1 4734903.02 
758 43.6 412113.7 4734907.71 
759 49.3 412115.66 4734914.86 
760 25 412117.6 4734918.57 
761 38.5 412118.28 4734922.37 
762 40.3 412122.42 4734921.11 
763 49.5 412120.49 4734916.07 
764 57.7 412115.13 4734899.12 
765 52 412118.89 4734903.36 
766 43.1 412120.76 4734907.53 
767 26.8 412124.39 4734912.24 
768 38.4 412124.23 4734915.82 
769 50.8 412129.78 4734919.99 
770 37 412131.36 4734928.41 
771 47.7 412133.19 4734925.92 
772 28.5 412134.43 4734921.84 
773 41.3 412129.75 4734915.46 
774 53.9 412131.57 4734915.18 
775 44.5 412126.72 4734906.33 
776 52.1 412121.81 4734897.77 
777 43.8 412127.92 4734898.43 
778 46.5 412127.95 4734903.4 
779 41.4 412130.36 4734898.5 
780 37.8 412133.6 4734903.66 
781 47.1 412134.23 4734910.9 
782 39.3 412135.41 4734914.75 
783 48.5 412138.93 4734920.58 
784 39.8 412139.47 4734926.25 
785 40.6 412142.98 4734921.96 
786 46.3 412141.87 4734914.03 
787 30.7 412138.39 4734910.61 
788 47.7 412136.59 4734905.26 
789 41.1 412134.43 4734897.77 
790 39.1 412138.91 4734895.77 
791 33.7 412140.26 4734897.06 
792 28.8 412139.19 4734905.04 
793 49.2 412143.25 4734904.44 
794 12.7 412144.88 4734909.67 
795 21 412145.89 4734913.3 
796 46.2 412147 4734919.57 
797 24.9 412145.16 4734923.25 
798 41.4 412147.77 4734925.65 
799 23.8 412147.6 4734923.5 
800 30.5 412151.27 4734925.05 
801 38.8 412149.56 4734921.03 
802 19.5 412148.24 4734917.43 
803 35.7 412148.01 4734912.99 
804 47.2 412147.1 4734911.46 
805 49.6 412146.47 4734901.94 
806 32.2 412146.79 4734898.92 
807 36.5 412144.29 4734896.53 
808 34.9 412148.83 4734894.08 
809 36.1 412148.4 4734896.16 
810 27.4 412150.71 4734902.92 
811 45.5 412150.81 4734908.79 
812 25.4 412151.8 4734912.37 
813 36.5 412153.43 4734915.12 
814 33 412152.79 4734916.96 
815 35.4 412153.49 4734921.01 
816 19.2 412153.3 4734922.66 
817 30.7 412153.45 4734924.9 
818 27.9 412155.16 4734922.05 
819 33 412157.34 4734922.04 
820 14.5 412158.94 4734924.61 
821 34.8 412160.45 4734926.66 
822 39.9 412160.49 4734924.3 
823 31 412159.39 4734921.66 
824 34.4 412159.03 4734920.09 
825 51.6 412157.92 4734914.43 
826 22.5 412155.76 4734914.79 
827 37.6 412157.23 4734911.37 
828 41.6 412152.96 4734908.43 
829 37.8 412155.15 4734907.97 
830 43.7 412156.04 4734902.19 
831 56.9 412155.96 4734900.49 
832 29.2 412153.09 4734900.99 
833 41 412154.46 4734895.69 
834 43.2 412151.12 4734894.01 
835 32.6 412155.19 4734893.47 
836 18.9 412148.17 4734892.5 
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837 9 412154.02 4734891.8 
838 31.4 411984.22 4734919.63 
839 29.8 411986.55 4734919.33 
840 13 411986.84 4734917.45 
841 54.8 411982.62 4734917.04 
842 17.3 411986.03 4734915.74 
843 19 411998.74 4734915.24 
844 28.8 412000.01 4734913.07 
845 23.6 412002.01 4734912.91 
846 25.1 412001.52 4734910.95 
847 33.8 411999.56 4734911.15 
848 31.6 411997.82 4734908.93 
849 33.5 411995.48 4734909.65 
850 44.2 411990 4734910.41 
851 24.3 411987.68 4734909.77 
852 46.1 411983.45 4734910.56 
853 18.5 411985.84 4734905.01 
854 32.8 411989.73 4734904.19 
855 32.3 411992.3 4734905.68 
856 36.9 411991.67 4734901.22 
857 11.2 411990.07 4734901.31 
858 24.1 411987.76 4734901.61 
859 18.2 411985.84 4734901.73 
860 33.9 411982.19 4734899.23 
861 52.3 411988.86 4734896.48 
862 40 411980.37 4734897.71 
863 22.8 411980.82 4734894.85 
864 30.1 411984.23 4734894.9 
865 19 411988.11 4734894.72 
866 9.5 411990.59 4734893.21 
867 26.6 411987.34 4734889.8 
868 32.7 411985.2 4734889.84 
869 38 411980 4734892.93 
870 56.6 411979.26 4734889.56 
871 24.8 411977.68 4734886.25 
872 28.8 411980.08 4734884.71 
873 49.6 411986.94 4734884.15 
874 28.4 411989.08 4734884.06 
875 33.6 411990.23 4734887.89 
876 39.1 411991.64 4734889.6 
877 39.4 411992.59 4734892.85 
878 39.3 411995.87 4734900.61 
879 41.3 412004.73 4734908.74 
880 24 412001.73 4734904.36 
881 17.2 411995.93 4734895.76 
882 21.3 411996.07 4734894.24 
883 23.7 411991.08 4734883.98 
884 21.3 411993.79 4734884.47 
885 15.8 411993.96 4734886.01 
886 33.3 411994.88 4734887.71 
887 26.2 411995.6 4734884.31 
888 40.1 411998.73 4734892.08 
889 41.2 411998.7 4734895.13 
890 38.2 411998.31 4734894.56 
891 25.1 412003.06 4734898.64 
892 24.8 412005.36 4734901.6 
893 32.1 412010.78 4734912.15 
894 28.9 412011.21 4734914.12 
895 24.8 412012.78 4734912.11 
896 33.7 412012.61 4734910.27 
897 25.9 412011.96 4734908.13 
898 35.2 412014.5 4734908.27 
899 28.4 412011.45 4734903.27 
900 36 412009.46 4734901.26 
901 41.7 412007.24 4734898 
902 35.6 412003 4734895.33 
903 23.1 411999.82 4734888.92 
904 22 411998.73 4734885.88 
905 31.2 411997.83 4734883.96 
906 34.8 412002.13 4734885.09 
907 32.6 412002.25 4734888.95 
908 39.2 412003.64 4734886.99 
909 27.3 412003.76 4734883.48 
910 24.5 412005.77 4734886.61 
911 30.9 412005.16 4734891.62 
912 20.8 412007.36 4734891.47 
913 29.3 412006.69 4734884.57 
914 25.9 412008.38 4734888.01 
915 41.6 412008.98 4734890.93 
916 48.9 412013.53 4734897.71 
917 39.2 412013.58 4734903.07 
918 25 412015.71 4734900.83 
919 23 412015.88 4734903.01 
920 37.5 412019.18 4734911.65 
921 45.8 412021.15 4734909.72 
922 28.8 412018.6 4734906.04 
923 42.9 412015.69 4734897.67 
924 13.8 412014.9 4734892.64 
925 42.2 412014.01 4734892.21 
926 30.7 412012.48 4734887.37 
927 32.5 412009.09 4734884.33 
928 37.2 412007.42 4734882.67 
929 41.7 412012.17 4734881.25 
930 43.4 412016.51 4734892.1 
931 22.5 412015.41 4734879.57 
932 29.4 412015.73 4734882.58 
933 21.8 412016.78 4734886.48 
934 16.3 412017.65 4734889.61 
935 22 412020.4 4734894.48 
936 39.9 412022.15 4734900.73 
937 49.5 412022.25 4734902.66 
938 26.8 412024.02 4734905.74 
939 27.2 412026.73 4734907.21 
940 36.9 412023.16 4734894.11 
941 39.3 412022.35 4734889.23 
942 27.7 412021.44 4734885.72 
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943 26.2 412020.07 4734882.05 
944 41.6 412020.93 4734879.1 
945 43.3 412025.8 4734885.17 
946 36.6 412024.58 4734889 
947 35 412028.82 4734893.8 
948 42.1 412026.97 4734897.25 
949 44.6 412031.59 4734904.83 
950 31.1 412031.29 4734908.3 
951 22.1 412037.57 4734908.23 
952 32.4 412036.72 4734906.57 
953 39.4 412032.87 4734900.64 
954 26.8 412031.74 4734893.55 
955 31.3 412032.72 4734890.61 
956 35.7 412032.55 4734884.62 
957 36 412028.99 4734881.56 
958 54.3 412030.56 4734878.63 
959 29.1 412035.1 4734880.27 
960 38.2 412035.53 4734888.13 
961 33 412036.67 4734893.64 
962 37.1 412037.65 4734897.49 
963 43.2 412038.99 4734901.08 
964 57 412040.22 4734906.43 
965 52.2 412043.56 4734897.7 
966 34.3 412038.85 4734885.35 
967 40.3 412040.53 4734881.63 
968 49.2 412043.05 4734883.55 
969 42.8 412043 4734890.24 
970 36.9 412045.67 4734892.46 
971 42.6 412048.03 4734897.69 
972 30.2 412049.78 4734900.68 
973 37.9 412052.12 4734897.53 
974 31.5 412049.29 4734890.18 
975 38.8 412046.36 4734888.29 
976 31.1 412044.3 4734879.74 
977 45.8 412049.99 4734884.33 
978 36.1 412052.75 4734887.63 
979 46.6 412053.95 4734892.52 
980 55.2 412056.01 4734898.9 
981 37.3 412056.86 4734892.31 
982 39.2 412053.31 4734880.85 
983 35.8 412055.55 4734877.71 
984 44.5 412058.6 4734884.17 
985 42.3 412060.16 4734889.78 
986 36.8 412060.6 4734895.24 
987 48.6 412062.68 4734899.07 
988 42.7 412064.96 4734895.09 
989 24.7 412063.74 4734891.76 
990 39 412063.39 4734887.56 
991 41.7 412059.85 4734880.68 
992 44.4 412061.71 4734879.22 
993 27.1 412066.21 4734879.49 
994 43.6 412067.45 4734884.5 
995 23.6 412067.8 4734890.38 
996 66.1 412068.97 4734897.1 
997 42 412075.04 4734898.83 
998 47.3 412072.2 4734891.12 
999 33.5 412068.73 4734881.04 
1000 39.5 412072.86 4734875.23 
1001 37.5 412073.05 4734878.56 
1002 36.9 412073.34 4734882.73 
1003 48.3 412075.94 4734885.83 
1004 44.9 412079.19 4734891.02 
1005 45.4 412077.14 4734895.14 
1006 42.6 412083.38 4734896.98 
1007 27.1 412087.66 4734897.47 
1008 33.3 412085.7 4734895.22 
1009 52.2 412084.16 4734891.39 
1010 49.9 412079.85 4734880.66 
1011 30.7 412077.12 4734878.72 
1012 43.7 412080.57 4734873.37 
1013 33.3 412083 4734875.42 
1014 46.5 412086.45 4734880.44 
1015 38 412087.42 4734884.13 
1016 26.1 412089.52 4734891.45 
1017 45.4 412092.28 4734891.76 
1018 51 412090.87 4734881.17 
1019 48.1 412087.24 4734875.19 
1020 29.1 412085.51 4734871.79 
1021 36.8 412089.89 4734871.68 
1022 31.8 412091.36 4734875.45 
1023 31.2 412093.54 4734877.47 
1024 37.1 412096.09 4734884.31 
1025 49.9 412095.15 4734891.76 
1026 28.4 412098.5 4734894.09 
1027 36.8 412103.28 4734892.08 
1028 40.1 412098.25 4734884.3 
1029 40.4 412099.46 4734881.62 
1030 46.5 412097.39 4734877.67 
1031 35.5 412099.36 4734875.63 
1032 45.8 412095.37 4734874.07 
1033 27.3 412097.32 4734869.48 
1034 46.4 412100.55 4734870.49 
1035 31.5 412103.44 4734876.03 
1036 37.1 412105.27 4734878.05 
1037 48.5 412104.69 4734884.84 
1038 27.5 412107.73 4734889.89 
1039 47.1 412108.36 4734896.01 
1040 22.6 412114.84 4734895.12 
1041 42.1 412111.62 4734892.35 
1042 43.6 412113.59 4734892.19 
1043 49.8 412109.34 4734884.77 
1044 63.3 412109.55 4734878.06 
1045 44.4 412105.73 4734869.97 
1046 31.9 412103.72 4734866.65 
1047 24.4 412107.95 4734864.51 
1048 38.3 412108.62 4734868.55 
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1049 33 412110.54 4734870.09 
1050 36.6 412113.84 4734875.79 
1051 30.3 412115.45 4734877.99 
1052 33.1 412114.29 4734881.38 
1053 49.4 412117.51 4734884.54 
1054 53 412117.35 4734893.24 
1055 39.1 412121.33 4734891.29 
1056 45.6 412119.6 4734884.47 
1057 11.6 412118.57 4734878.23 
1058 20.2 412117.95 4734875.44 
1059 16.9 412115.78 4734874.04 
1060 42.3 412114.01 4734872.18 
1061 9.6 412112.48 4734866.51 
1062 15.3 412110.61 4734862.67 
1063 17 412112.53 4734862.68 
1064 21.5 412113.8 4734864.4 
1065 24 412116.18 4734869.98 
1066 41 412114.63 4734862.6 
1067 25.7 412117.83 4734864.13 
1068 36.2 412118.38 4734866.36 
1069 33.4 412120.29 4734872 
1070 27.8 412120.01 4734873.77 
1071 39.3 412120.96 4734877.31 
1072 58.3 412126.5 4734894.33 
1073 41.8 412130.05 4734892.54 
1074 41.3 412126.28 4734883.83 
1075 36.5 412124.19 4734879.02 
1076 40.3 412124.12 4734874.98 
1077 21.6 412124.31 4734871.66 
1078 34 412120.94 4734868.17 
1079 28.9 412119.99 4734864.2 
1080 18.6 412118.49 4734862.01 
1081 45 412124.05 4734862.68 
1082 40.8 412126.61 4734866.3 
1083 34.8 412128.12 4734868.27 
1084 45.4 412126.28 4734871.49 
1085 27.8 412130.08 4734872.67 
1086 37.1 412128.57 4734878.63 
1087 34.5 412128.21 4734883.92 
1088 40.4 412135.58 4734892.96 
1089 52 412137.99 4734892.67 
1090 43.7 412134.91 4734883.75 
1091 47.1 412131.6 4734880.46 
1092 38.3 412134.5 4734876.06 
1093 9.1 412132.13 4734875.31 
1094 16.9 412134.57 4734873.27 
1095 39.6 412133.11 4734869.46 
1096 35 412130.42 4734868.1 
1097 32.8 412132.28 4734866.17 
1098 44.3 412128.09 4734863.01 
1099 25.8 412125.81 4734861.47 
1100 15.3 412131.9 4734860.37 
1101 34.9 412135.3 4734858.7 
1102 38.6 412136.7 4734865.82 
1103 46.1 412136.85 4734870.62 
1104 37.9 412136.35 4734874.15 
1105 39 412139.94 4734879.78 
1106 30.2 412147.55 4734890.6 
1107 41.6 412141.27 4734877.65 
1108 27 412140.38 4734875.2 
1109 42.6 412146.65 4734878.63 
1110 32.4 412145.06 4734876.97 
1111 34.8 412142.59 4734870.19 
1112 41.4 412138.83 4734867.09 
1113 42.2 412138.24 4734863.82 
1114 14.4 412138.27 4734860.16 
1115 39.6 412137.54 4734858.79 
1116 30.9 412141.42 4734858.13 
1117 39.1 412140.8 4734861.68 
1118 28.2 412142.52 4734859.74 
1119 40.7 412143.57 4734856 
1120 53.8 412146.49 4734866.31 
1121 21.3 412145.77 4734871.14 
1122 41.6 412147.81 4734874.26 
1123 66.7 412150.53 4734884.56 
1124 42.3 412150.25 4734890.17 
1125 38.5 412152.76 4734890.07 
1126 63 412154.65 4734889.9 
1127 35 412154.26 4734886.22 
1128 17.2 412151.04 4734878.82 
1129 56.7 412152.01 4734877.61 
1130 21.4 412151.63 4734875.67 
1131 27.7 412149.76 4734874.05 
1132 22.5 412151.4 4734873.62 
1133 36.4 412149.9 4734870.63 
1134 27.5 412148.23 4734869.19 
1135 10.6 412150.68 4734867.27 
1136 36.1 412150.91 4734865.8 
1137 46 412149.32 4734862.6 
1138 17.2 412146.88 4734861.06 
1139 33.9 412148.57 4734860.76 
1140 19.5 412145.76 4734857.55 
1141 58.2 412147.87 4734857.36 
1142 25.2 412147.14 4734853.88 
1143 39.2 411977.13 4734882.68 
1144 44.5 411980.59 4734880.39 
1145 33.8 411982.96 4734881.86 
1146 40.6 411986.69 4734880.82 
1147 24.6 411990.97 4734880.34 
1148 44.9 411988.82 4734878.51 
1149 22.2 411980.41 4734875.68 
1150 38.6 411975.81 4734877.58 
1151 49.8 411976.84 4734873.97 
1152 42.5 411983.03 4734873.71 
1153 28.2 411985.57 4734871.95 
1154 18.1 411980.68 4734870.98 
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1155 27.7 411975.99 4734870.85 
1156 30.2 411974.25 4734872.35 
1157 21.7 411973.17 4734868.86 
1158 22.5 411979.14 4734867.37 
1159 40.7 411981.34 4734867.97 
1160 35.3 411985.84 4734867.82 
1161 44.6 411980.92 4734863.76 
1162 17 411976.51 4734865.69 
1163 42.8 411973.13 4734867.22 
1164 40 411971.96 4734862.12 
1165 31.3 411975.54 4734862.26 
1166 31.1 411977.59 4734860.78 
1167 41.9 411978.88 4734861.74 
1168 30.4 411984.42 4734860.68 
1169 36.9 411989.07 4734865.42 
1170 41.5 411990.9 4734863.5 
1171 41.5 411994.58 4734865.17 
1172 40.6 411994.39 4734871.96 
1173 41.5 411997.69 4734870.36 
1174 23.9 411998.49 4734866.39 
1175 43.4 411996.33 4734860.61 
1176 44.5 411999.01 4734861.77 
1177 39.1 412002.41 4734866.21 
1178 41.6 412002.46 4734870.01 
1179 46.1 412003.57 4734879.9 
1180 38.3 412005.91 4734876.02 
1181 50 412009.55 4734876.31 
1182 40.9 412006.89 4734872.1 
1183 39.4 412008.16 4734868.78 
1184 28.4 412008.89 4734865.16 
1185 37.4 412005.11 4734862.33 
1186 45 412003.54 4734858.97 
1187 42.8 412010.38 4734857.5 
1188 32.8 412010.95 4734862.77 
1189 44 412012.16 4734869.21 
1190 37 412014.39 4734873.73 
1191 36.9 412017.94 4734877.6 
1192 30.5 412016.61 4734871.14 
1193 35.1 412014.9 4734864.03 
1194 42.8 412016.08 4734861.96 
1195 52.4 412015.74 4734856.6 
1196 40.4 412020.05 4734859.61 
1197 22.9 412021.28 4734862.96 
1198 41.2 412021.1 4734867.08 
1199 31.4 412020.59 4734872.81 
1200 45.8 412026.22 4734874.29 
1201 31.4 412028.41 4734874.19 
1202 42 412024.26 4734869.29 
1203 31.8 412023.52 4734862.42 
1204 29.6 412021.59 4734857.66 
1205 27.5 412024.41 4734855.5 
1206 26.8 412028.98 4734854.46 
1207 42.5 412030.67 4734857.73 
1208 36.9 412030.03 4734861.25 
1209 40.5 412032.02 4734861.09 
1210 45.1 412028.14 4734865.73 
1211 24.5 412028.83 4734868.63 
1212 55 412033.53 4734868.37 
1213 36.5 412034 4734874.06 
1214 35 412036.84 4734874.05 
1215 30.9 412039.16 4734872.22 
1216 31.5 412036.1 4734864.82 
1217 36.9 412032.47 4734853.66 
1218 38.9 412036.47 4734850.9 
1219 39.1 412041.06 4734854.62 
1220 56.6 412041.44 4734858.6 
1221 39.5 412041.82 4734866.63 
1222 33.6 412044.13 4734866.69 
1223 51 412045.46 4734874.67 
1224 46.1 412047.61 4734871.28 
1225 37.4 412049.12 4734867.72 
1226 36.4 412045.59 4734861.96 
1227 14.7 412043.84 4734856.62 
1228 30.9 412043.86 4734854.43 
1229 35.3 412046.19 4734852.85 
1230 17.2 412047.42 4734857.79 
1231 14.3 412048.97 4734855.57 
1232 19.1 412048.02 4734850.32 
1233 25.6 412051.65 4734849.55 
1234 26.5 412050.14 4734852.55 
1235 35 412050.77 4734856.19 
1236 35.4 412051.46 4734857.86 
1237 46.9 412051.32 4734863.55 
1238 46.3 412053.2 4734867.39 
1239 31.8 412053.53 4734874.24 
1240 35.4 412055.53 4734872.39 
1241 39.9 412062.3 4734872.44 
1242 37.6 412060.34 4734870.58 
1243 31.6 412059.15 4734867.13 
1244 37.8 412054.67 4734861.05 
1245 25.5 412055.26 4734857.18 
1246 38.5 412057.51 4734852.57 
1247 35.7 412059.74 4734852.57 
1248 22.8 412058.69 4734856.29 
1249 30.2 412059.23 4734857.72 
1250 46.4 412062.01 4734857.6 
1251 35.9 412058.85 4734861.05 
1252 48.5 412061.81 4734863.08 
1253 40.9 412063.85 4734866.65 
1254 31.3 412066.41 4734871.75 
1255 46.6 412068.75 4734869.95 
1256 32.7 412071.1 4734867.55 
1257 43.7 412072 4734864.25 
1258 21.2 412066.74 4734855.64 
1259 25.2 412063.17 4734854.51 
1260 44.7 412063.92 4734852.06 
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1261 47.9 412061.65 4734845.89 
1262 27.6 412063.85 4734845.7 
1263 35.3 412066.09 4734845.66 
1264 10.8 412067.99 4734847.4 
1265 39.8 412070.11 4734846.12 
1266 51.1 412072.58 4734850.59 
1267 28.6 412071.99 4734854.98 
1268 33.5 412073.94 4734854.54 
1269 42.6 412072.65 4734856.62 
1270 35.3 412074.46 4734860.57 
1271 18.1 412076.88 4734862.2 
1272 50.3 412077.87 4734865.99 
1273 28 412080.23 4734863.87 
1274 41 412081.18 4734859.16 
1275 27.4 412081.07 4734857.15 
1276 22.6 412078.85 4734857.65 
1277 29.8 412076.51 4734853.57 
1278 36.8 412078.13 4734848.72 
1279 35.3 412074.38 4734847.54 
1280 36.2 412074.27 4734845.88 
1281 25 412076.21 4734844.86 
1282 29.2 412080.04 4734845.3 
1283 31.9 412080.19 4734846.93 
1284 36.2 412083.93 4734848.18 
1285 69.4 412084.69 4734851.4 
1286 48.5 412087.19 4734861.43 
1287 38.3 412090.46 4734864.04 
1288 29.9 412090.52 4734856.91 
1289 42.2 412090.6 4734851.1 
1290 46.9 412090.72 4734845.92 
1291 37.6 412091.65 4734841.46 
1292 54.9 412096.44 4734855.75 
1293 25.9 412099.08 4734857.55 
1294 46.6 412098.49 4734863.05 
1295 50.2 412103.49 4734857.99 
1296 33.3 412102.35 4734854.92 
1297 56.7 412102.59 4734850.59 
1298 31.1 412098.79 4734847.58 
1299 31.3 412097.1 4734843.72 
1300 42.5 412096.03 4734840.79 
1301 45.3 412099.72 4734840.1 
1302 20 412101.88 4734841.87 
1303 17.5 412103.16 4734843.52 
1304 19.4 412102.99 4734847.59 
1305 39.5 412106.14 4734841.65 
1306 27.2 412105.46 4734845.19 
1307 44.3 412105.29 4734847.74 
1308 42.6 412106.22 4734856 
1309 22 412110.58 4734860.7 
1310 27 412110.53 4734853.18 
1311 42.1 412109.34 4734850.77 
1312 18 412109.55 4734849.11 
1313 34.2 412108.21 4734841.74 
1314 28.5 412108.34 4734839.98 
1315 43.7 412108.22 4734837.97 
1316 23.8 412110.79 4734840.49 
1317 23.2 412112.27 4734842.36 
1318 32.2 412111.61 4734846.71 
1319 23.1 412113.8 4734847.01 
1320 39.9 412114.19 4734849.39 
1321 40.8 412114.24 4734851.45 
1322 43.2 412117.09 4734855.3 
1323 33.8 412119.07 4734855.56 
1324 30.9 412119.23 4734850.91 
1325 36.9 412115.96 4734845.46 
1326 39.9 412114.51 4734842.51 
1327 24.5 412113.48 4734838.76 
1328 36 412116.68 4734836.94 
1329 18.5 412118.2 4734839.18 
1330 14.5 412117.01 4734840.66 
1331 40.5 412120.5 4734840.35 
1332 17.5 412117.86 4734844.84 
1333 39.1 412120.03 4734846.58 
1334 20 412122.06 4734850.98 
1335 31.7 412122.46 4734852.89 
1336 45.8 412127.4 4734853.22 
1337 48.6 412126.66 4734850.67 
1338 45 412124.52 4734846.27 
1339 49.4 412127.01 4734846.11 
1340 24.8 412121.99 4734837.19 
1341 26.5 412120.04 4734835.04 
1342 23.1 412124.46 4734834.8 
1343 44.4 412124.48 4734836.69 
1344 26 412125.28 4734838.22 
1345 46.5 412130.97 4734834.12 
1346 13.2 412129.25 4734835.64 
1347 25.6 412130.54 4734837.4 
1348 47.7 412130.17 4734840.67 
1349 21 412131.28 4734845.83 
1350 37 412133.39 4734845.72 
1351 18.6 412131.57 4734852.19 
1352 35.2 412134.71 4734849.84 
1353 26.7 412136.96 4734849.28 
1354 39.6 412137.49 4734845.67 
1355 24.5 412136.97 4734843.92 
1356 28 412134.68 4734839.38 
1357 47.3 412135.47 4734836.93 
1358 19.3 412135.68 4734835.02 
1359 11.5 412138.09 4734837.12 
1360 50.7 412139.65 4734840.49 
1361 14.9 412139.06 4734842.08 
1362 13.7 412141.12 4734843.88 
1363 30.4 412139.63 4734845.73 
1364 43.9 412143.87 4734848.81 
1365 27.5 412145.86 4734845.95 
1366 29.3 412143.47 4734845.69 
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1367 51.2 412145.14 4734841.45 
1368 12.5 412143.82 4734840.09 
1369 38.3 412144.41 4734838.11 
1370 39 412145.07 4734836.52 
1371 49.5 412144.18 4734834.11 
1372 40.6 412141.38 4734832.99 
1373 28.3 411969.51 4734859.03 
1374 33.6 411970.76 4734859.01 
1375 28.4 411969.83 4734855.54 
1376 44.4 411983.13 4734855.82 
1377 23.2 411981.71 4734851.82 
1378 29.2 411979.58 4734850.39 
1379 20.2 411977.59 4734852.62 
1380 44.4 411975.58 4734851.09 
1381 40 411971.92 4734848.31 
1382 43.4 411969.01 4734848.08 
1383 38.3 411969.32 4734844.15 
1384 29.3 411967.05 4734844.21 
1385 45.4 411975.26 4734845.7 
1386 31.8 411980.19 4734847.03 
1387 29.8 411977.12 4734842.38 
1388 30.7 411981.66 4734843.9 
1389 35.2 411980.04 4734840.8 
1390 41.1 411972.37 4734840.56 
1391 42.7 411965.71 4734840.35 
1392 43.9 411964.65 4734838.99 
1393 43.5 411968.7 4734837.08 
1394 22 411970.07 4734835.66 
1395 37.3 411975.61 4734835.24 
1396 36.3 411978.49 4734835.19 
1397 38.3 411980.02 4734837.34 
1398 38.7 411968.21 4734833.09 
1399 57.4 411965.45 4734834.21 
1400 23.4 411965.54 4734829.81 
1401 37.8 411968.71 4734829.57 
1402 42.7 411971.98 4734829.29 
1403 34.6 411975.86 4734828.83 
1404 53.2 411979.99 4734828.38 
1405 30 411970.04 4734825.37 
1406 32.4 411967.72 4734825.44 
1407 25.8 411964.34 4734827.58 
1408 34.6 411962.84 4734825.8 
1409 34.4 411966.68 4734822.22 
1410 40.2 411961.38 4734820.52 
1411 36.4 411969.44 4734819.87 
1412 55.2 411975.26 4734818.93 
1413 49.7 411982.8 4734830.5 
1414 57 411986.02 4734836.77 
1415 53.3 411986.02 4734843.84 
1416 30.4 411986.04 4734846.35 
1417 48.8 411987.17 4734853.31 
1418 33.3 411991.1 4734850.83 
1419 38.3 411992.26 4734847.34 
1420 38.7 411991.82 4734844.02 
1421 22.3 411989.94 4734842.1 
1422 41.7 411989.05 4734839.94 
1423 8.1 411988.96 4734839.02 
1424 17.5 411990.28 4734836.44 
1425 25.7 411990.77 4734832.11 
1426 20 411988.2 4734830.66 
1427 11.6 411987.39 4734830.64 
1428 27.3 411989.12 4734828.73 
1429 22.5 411985.2 4734825.47 
1430 23.4 411986.81 4734824.75 
1431 52.7 411984.28 4734814.91 
1432 38.1 411990.57 4734812.99 
1433 57.9 411992.57 4734814.77 
1434 29.8 411992.27 4734825.63 
1435 15.1 411992.65 4734835.22 
1436 22.9 411992.59 4734837.5 
1437 21.7 411993.47 4734838.96 
1438 39.6 411995.52 4734850.44 
1439 36.1 411995.2 4734854.18 
1440 34.4 411997.84 4734853.72 
1441 29.7 411999.74 4734851.75 
1442 20.5 412000.17 4734848.41 
1443 28.8 411998.07 4734845.21 
1444 34.8 411996.1 4734841.88 
1445 42.3 411997.84 4734839.74 
1446 33.8 411996.85 4734834.82 
1447 12.3 411995.27 4734830.34 
1448 14.7 411994.08 4734824.84 
1449 54.7 411995.23 4734824.89 
1450 39.1 411995.14 4734821.59 
1451 34 411996.02 4734817.17 
1452 9.6 411995.23 4734816.19 
1453 43.2 411999.95 4734816.82 
1454 46.5 411999.78 4734821.72 
1455 21.9 411997.86 4734826.52 
1456 28.3 411999.25 4734834.12 
1457 46.9 412001.54 4734833.63 
1458 26.2 412001.16 4734844.92 
1459 43 412003.81 4734844.22 
1460 36.4 412003.65 4734849.87 
1461 44.6 412009.05 4734853 
1462 36.8 412006.18 4734842.95 
1463 38 412007.97 4734839.86 
1464 57.5 412005.43 4734836.91 
1465 47.5 412005.81 4734816.59 
1466 36.8 412008.14 4734822.12 
1467 41.3 412011.2 4734818.69 
1468 66.5 412013.24 4734825.22 
1469 26 412012.37 4734832.55 
1470 30.1 412009.62 4734836.41 
1471 50.4 412014.08 4734836.04 
1472 30.3 412012.76 4734840.97 
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1473 36.1 412015.86 4734842.14 
1474 34.8 412012.59 4734845.77 
1475 54.6 412012.16 4734850.96 
1476 35.4 412016.19 4734852.46 
1477 43.9 412018.09 4734849.01 
1478 37.8 412018.86 4734844.19 
1479 46.6 412018.13 4734837.05 
1480 47.1 412019 4734831.07 
1481 52.9 412017.05 4734825.04 
1482 29 412015.21 4734819.8 
1483 53.7 412015.72 4734814.59 
1484 24.6 412018.82 4734818.1 
1485 41.3 412021.95 4734814.17 
1486 34.9 412021.46 4734818.05 
1487 38.7 412019.4 4734823.17 
1488 32.3 412022.83 4734824.36 
1489 36.2 412023.97 4734830.33 
1490 46.3 412022.97 4734834.38 
1491 47.1 412022.63 4734848.8 
1492 24.7 412025.28 4734852.23 
1493 29 412026.89 4734850.52 
1494 36.6 412026.14 4734845.33 
1495 41.6 412028.14 4734841.36 
1496 10.1 412026.29 4734840.27 
1497 17.5 412025.79 4734839.58 
1498 28.1 412027.77 4734835.26 
1499 43.2 412029.18 4734833.27 
1500 30.7 412026.5 4734829.81 
1501 40.8 412026.59 4734821.24 
1502 46 412029.89 4734822.5 
1503 43.1 412029.57 4734815.9 
1504 40.4 412035.32 4734817.49 
1505 40.3 412035.89 4734823.55 
1506 42.6 412033.67 4734829.32 
1507 29.3 412033.37 4734833.18 
1508 40.6 412034.19 4734836.53 
1509 33.4 412032.19 4734838.45 
1510 49.9 412034.23 4734841.86 
1511 43.5 412030.63 4734847.11 
1512 43.1 412032.8 4734850.27 
1513 37.5 412040.9 4734848.79 
1514 19.3 412042.96 4734848.61 
1515 44.7 412042.53 4734845.8 
1516 31.2 412041.41 4734842.14 
1517 42.4 412040.1 4734836.51 
1518 41.8 412037.26 4734832.91 
1519 17.3 412041.04 4734832.75 
1520 51.1 412040.74 4734830.42 
1521 19.3 412042.17 4734823.12 
1522 38.8 412040.08 4734823.17 
1523 35.9 412040.93 4734820.06 
1524 31.5 412041.84 4734814.53 
1525 50.3 412044.9 4734821.5 
1526 33.9 412044.95 4734829.15 
1527 13.2 412043.52 4734831.1 
1528 50.4 412045.01 4734832.66 
1529 23.3 412042.91 4734834.48 
1530 20.9 412045.26 4734836.48 
1531 44.2 412046.04 4734842.64 
1532 36.5 412046.11 4734846.95 
1533 44 412045.09 4734848.66 
1534 15.9 412047.51 4734846.05 
1535 36.8 412051.1 4734849.69 
1536 25.7 412050.3 4734846.59 
1537 38.5 412048.1 4734842.34 
1538 35.4 412052.95 4734848.24 
1539 20 412050.9 4734840.19 
1540 26.3 412049.09 4734836.75 
1541 19.7 412048.89 4734835.04 
1542 32 412049.71 4734829.47 
1543 35.6 412046.9 4734829.09 
1544 46.7 412048.31 4734824.28 
1545 21.5 412050.21 4734822.49 
1546 40.9 412048.02 4734816.35 
1547 27 412047.5 4734813.94 
1548 42.8 412053.04 4734813.61 
1549 35.5 412052.28 4734817.76 
1550 26.2 412053.17 4734820.5 
1551 10.6 412051.63 4734821.54 
1552 38.6 412054.1 4734822.36 
1553 17.2 412054.26 4734828.48 
1554 23.1 412052.43 4734831.08 
1555 26.7 412053.14 4734832.86 
1556 27.3 412053.14 4734836.13 
1557 44.1 412053.29 4734837.78 
1558 23.5 412053.51 4734841.17 
1559 46.1 412054.72 4734844.58 
1560 34.9 412057.11 4734846.07 
1561 23.7 412059.71 4734846.09 
1562 20.5 412058.26 4734840.73 
1563 33.4 412057.67 4734837.34 
1564 18 412055.98 4734834.3 
1565 23.5 412055.5 4734832.54 
1566 38.1 412056.21 4734828.16 
1567 33.7 412057.15 4734825.34 
1568 24.9 412056.22 4734817.56 
1569 33.2 412056.51 4734813.52 
1570 33.3 412058.57 4734815.67 
1571 43.8 412059.77 4734821.38 
1572 14 412060.79 4734824.94 
1573 42.1 412060.16 4734827.68 
1574 20.5 412061.31 4734831.11 
1575 25.8 412058.48 4734834.04 
1576 27.4 412062.12 4734835.08 
1577 40.5 412060.01 4734837.07 
1578 19 412062.18 4734839.57 
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1579 19.3 412061.66 4734842.53 
1580 31.8 412064.24 4734844.21 
1581 34.9 412065.78 4734840.43 
1582 23.5 412066.31 4734836.55 
1583 45 412064.29 4734836.77 
1584 12.7 412064.08 4734834.27 
1585 30 412064.52 4734828.74 
1586 27.7 412062.57 4734827.1 
1587 20 412064.61 4734826.81 
1588 39.5 412063.9 4734821.09 
1589 28.3 412062.01 4734821.31 
1590 38.7 412061.97 4734818.38 
1591 49.9 412062.65 4734813.27 
1592 17.9 412070.42 4734813.49 
1593 42.3 412069.33 4734819.06 
1594 37.6 412068.04 4734822.67 
1595 29.3 412068.49 4734825.94 
1596 42.4 412067.54 4734827.45 
1597 18.3 412069.96 4734828.97 
1598 29.9 412068.18 4734830.75 
1599 39 412068.17 4734834.34 
1600 51.9 412068.16 4734842.36 
1601 39.6 412071.39 4734844.54 
1602 22.2 412071.26 4734842.23 
1603 23 412070.54 4734840.34 
1604 35.9 412072.26 4734838.64 
1605 47.3 412070.54 4734836.27 
1606 22.7 412072.92 4734832.46 
1607 52.9 412073.44 4734827.21 
1608 32.1 412072.44 4734824.8 
1609 44.2 412072.26 4734820.93 
1610 37.3 412074 4734817.6 
1611 23.1 412074.36 4734813.33 
1612 41.4 412076.39 4734813.34 
1613 57.9 412079.47 4734815.67 
1614 33 412077.89 4734820.87 
1615 33.4 412075.82 4734822.55 
1616 45.1 412080.03 4734822.61 
1617 22.7 412076.34 4734828.83 
1618 48.5 412079.72 4734829.14 
1619 48.5 412077.21 4734834.32 
1620 24.1 412074.87 4734836.19 
1621 21.4 412077.26 4734836.24 
1622 31.4 412075.91 4734840.86 
1623 31.1 412078.05 4734842.93 
1624 21.9 412075.36 4734844.83 
1625 25.2 412077.21 4734845.02 
1626 44.2 412083.07 4734841.82 
1627 18.7 412079.6 4734837.84 
1628 39.4 412086.27 4734843.35 
1629 46 412087.86 4734838.54 
1630 38.7 412086.12 4734835.91 
1631 47.5 412082.86 4734830.93 
1632 57.3 412086.44 4734827.48 
1633 43 412086.76 4734821.67 
1634 40.4 412085.17 4734819.34 
1635 30.5 412082.71 4734813.72 
1636 46.3 412089.05 4734814.19 
1637 32.7 412090.64 4734821.91 
1638 37.4 412089.22 4734830.28 
1639 43.9 412091.7 4734833.16 
1640 45.2 412094.97 4734836.12 
1641 15.9 412102.52 4734836.64 
1642 45.2 412099.49 4734838.06 
1643 28.2 412100.59 4734834.3 
1644 33.3 412099.2 4734832.75 
1645 44.4 412095.39 4734829.36 
1646 10.4 412094.24 4734826.32 
1647 48.3 412096.66 4734823.29 
1648 45.7 412093.46 4734820.09 
1649 20.2 412092.74 4734813.87 
1650 36.9 412094.65 4734813.79 
1651 16.8 412095.98 4734815.22 
1652 35.3 412098.38 4734818.52 
1653 52.7 412100.77 4734815.84 
1654 53.8 412102.8 4734823.28 
1655 43.2 412101.04 4734829.2 
1656 22 412107.72 4734838.97 
1657 39.1 412109.73 4734838.94 
1658 37 412106.47 4734824.8 
1659 53.9 412108.49 4734824.57 
1660 27.9 412107.49 4734819.78 
1661 24 412105.5 4734818.18 
1662 40.4 412104.42 4734813.85 
1663 49.2 412110.18 4734813.65 
1664 26.6 412110.32 4734818.3 
1665 34.1 412114.12 4734813.63 
1666 39.4 412113.08 4734816.61 
1667 45.8 412113.81 4734822.45 
1668 37.5 412113.12 4734824.36 
1669 40.6 412111.92 4734835.74 
1670 53.3 412114.53 4734837.03 
1671 27 412116.23 4734830.24 
1672 40.1 412117.69 4734827.38 
1673 45.2 412117.51 4734824.63 
1674 36.4 412120.34 4734822.81 
1675 45.5 412119.53 4734817.82 
1676 22.3 412120.36 4734813.39 
1677 48 412122.63 4734816.14 
1678 35.7 412126.33 4734813.07 
1679 30.4 412125.94 4734818.01 
1680 40.7 412128.25 4734817.89 
1681 38.4 412126.89 4734821.48 
1682 48.6 412127.73 4734824.81 
1683 46.4 412124.96 4734826.89 
1684 23.2 412121.83 4734831.35 
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1685 8 412120.62 4734831.49 
1686 50.9 412120.78 4734833.69 
1687 40.1 412125.25 4734835.37 
1688 18 412129.87 4734834.46 
1689 34.4 412128.38 4734831.15 
1690 37.5 412131.04 4734828.36 
1691 23.5 412129.8 4734824.7 
1692 29.6 412132.61 4734817.81 
1693 49.4 412132.24 4734812.64 
1694 45.8 412136.22 4734814.09 
1695 15.5 412134.6 4734817.73 
1696 33.9 412134.67 4734820.93 
1697 39.4 412135.89 4734824.57 
1698 46.3 412134.71 4734827.88 
1699 41.2 412132.65 4734833.39 
1700 42.8 412136.78 4734836.07 
1701 29.4 412139.67 4734832.72 
1702 41.9 412138.54 4734829.25 
1703 13.3 412143.42 4734835.61 
1704 43 412142.93 4734833.91 
1705 44.4 412141.93 4734830.32 
1706 50.7 412140.22 4734824.5 
1707 27.6 412139.09 4734822.37 
1708 46 412140.01 4734818.82 
1709 45.5 412139.29 4734815.81 
1710 47.9 412138.38 4734812.05 
1711 42.7 411964.86 4734815.02 
1712 42.3 411969.05 4734814.09 
1713 49.8 411975.37 4734814.56 
1714 39.9 411980.26 4734815.33 
1715 36.4 411981.44 4734812.06 
1716 40.5 411978.23 4734809.31 
1717 32 411966.66 4734811.19 
1718 45.7 411957.41 4734814.85 
1719 45.5 411958.28 4734813.55 
1720 47.8 411957.24 4734809.68 
1721 43 411964.41 4734806.03 
1722 52.1 411968.4 4734806.06 
1723 50.2 411976.93 4734802.32 
1724 49 411980.98 4734802.42 
1725 45.1 411956.73 4734807.22 
1726 54 411957.9 4734803.05 
1727 8.7 411956.86 4734802.35 
1728 49.7 411962.01 4734802.4 
1729 50.4 411966.82 4734799.66 
1730 9.4 411968.99 4734797.8 
1731 19.1 411971.99 4734799.83 
1732 29.3 411976.42 4734797.5 
1733 19.1 411984.83 4734796.42 
1734 42.5 411984.79 4734804.43 
1735 32.2 411983.88 4734808.63 
1736 34.5 411986.74 4734806.88 
1737 37.4 411988.88 4734808.36 
1738 55.8 411987.76 4734799.23 
1739 22.8 411989.68 4734799.09 
1740 42.7 411993.58 4734806.82 
1741 33.7 411992.8 4734802.39 
1742 43 411993.63 4734799.04 
1743 42.7 411995.67 4734799.04 
1744 11.3 411995.9 4734794.48 
1745 40.5 411997.64 4734798.94 
1746 41.4 411998.59 4734802.76 
1747 40.4 411998.61 4734807.18 
1748 25.9 411996.75 4734810.25 
1749 31.6 411999.35 4734813.03 
1750 34 412001.93 4734810.34 
1751 50 412003.72 4734807.28 
1752 45.4 412004.51 4734802.92 
1753 35.6 412000.45 4734799.26 
1754 10.3 412000.98 4734795.55 
1755 44.6 412002.7 4734799.36 
1756 42.8 412004.92 4734799.44 
1757 28.7 412006.88 4734793.91 
1758 31.9 412009.27 4734797.31 
1759 42.4 412009.34 4734799.36 
1760 43.2 412005.77 4734813.57 
1761 40.9 412011.47 4734813.45 
1762 43.5 412011.61 4734806 
1763 32.3 412012.79 4734802.61 
1764 23.9 412011.12 4734801.08 
1765 24.1 412013.8 4734799.63 
1766 39 412011.92 4734797.66 
1767 10.5 412016.3 4734793.43 
1768 18.6 412018.64 4734792.31 
1769 45.5 412016.87 4734797.89 
1770 39.6 412019.28 4734797.58 
1771 24.4 412017.95 4734799.68 
1772 39.9 412016.93 4734804.49 
1773 28.4 412015.22 4734808.95 
1774 24.2 412017.96 4734809.54 
1775 46.3 412023 4734804.33 
1776 39.8 412022.51 4734800.13 
1777 36.5 412021.88 4734797.68 
1778 17.5 412022.93 4734795.14 
1779 28.2 412024.76 4734797.87 
1780 23 412027.46 4734793.77 
1781 25.9 412025.62 4734807.08 
1782 50.5 412024.88 4734810.99 
1783 35.7 412027.52 4734812.17 
1784 33.9 412029.31 4734808.74 
1785 30.3 412030.83 4734803.23 
1786 35.1 412031.02 4734799.29 
1787 35.2 412029.46 4734797.56 
1788 41.8 412031.96 4734797.27 
1789 34.7 412032.41 4734808.44 
1790 32.7 412035.33 4734816.73 
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1791 39.9 412034.57 4734810.99 
1792 45 412038.56 4734808.62 
1793 48.1 412036.48 4734804.58 
1794 44.9 412034.91 4734795.3 
1795 28.1 412036.98 4734795.12 
1796 34.8 412038.25 4734798.34 
1797 30.9 412038.31 4734796.86 
1798 52.2 412039.51 4734794.92 
1799 20.7 412040.19 4734797.96 
1800 34.3 412040.47 4734802.31 
1801 47.8 412040.39 4734812.06 
1802 47.4 412043.81 4734809.78 
1803 31.4 412043.17 4734804.12 
1804 33.3 412044.03 4734800.6 
1805 48.3 412043.25 4734795.82 
1806 28 412044.3 4734793.97 
1807 28.5 412046.95 4734793.84 
1808 47.6 412047.09 4734804.02 
1809 37.4 412050.26 4734807.53 
1810 43.7 412052.6 4734809.58 
1811 35.1 412053.97 4734805.58 
1812 26.5 412053.39 4734803.97 
1813 43.8 412051.68 4734800.39 
1814 38.7 412050.15 4734797.19 
1815 57.7 412049.82 4734793.79 
1816 41.8 412055.12 4734793.52 
1817 25.3 412055.92 4734795.44 
1818 36.9 412058.37 4734795.62 
1819 37.8 412056.86 4734797.56 
1820 24.5 412057.4 4734802.07 
1821 30.6 412059.3 4734808.73 
1822 43.7 412061.01 4734803.97 
1823 35 412061 4734802.04 
1824 40.2 412060.45 4734797.5 
1825 42.4 412064.3 4734810.79 
1826 63.7 412067.67 4734811.49 
1827 30.7 412065.11 4734807.48 
1828 31.7 412066.56 4734802.1 
1829 59.7 412065.27 4734793.77 
1830 19.8 412067.22 4734793.89 
1831 22.1 412067.3 4734795.93 
1832 39.9 412068.27 4734797.65 
1833 22 412069.61 4734793.89 
1834 42.9 412072 4734793.56 
1835 53.1 412071.11 4734802.25 
1836 34.2 412071.66 4734806.25 
1837 24.3 412073.44 4734812.72 
1838 57.3 412077.07 4734809.91 
1839 18.5 412073.97 4734802.62 
1840 43.2 412074.06 4734797.47 
1841 38 412074.59 4734793.42 
1842 54.4 412076.73 4734793.43 
1843 30.9 412078.21 4734797.76 
1844 46.4 412077.11 4734802.33 
1845 25.1 412079.17 4734802.34 
1846 38.1 412081.27 4734802.21 
1847 25.5 412080.5 4734795.77 
1848 39.6 412079.27 4734793.16 
1849 37.3 412083.73 4734794.46 
1850 33.7 412085.81 4734797.2 
1851 38.5 412086.35 4734793.55 
1852 37.6 412086.43 4734809.99 
1853 59.9 412096.77 4734810.04 
1854 40.8 412100.41 4734809.55 
1855 25.5 412103.2 4734809.56 
1856 29.2 412106.92 4734808.03 
1857 44.1 412105.86 4734805.06 
1858 23.3 412101.71 4734802.63 
1859 28.7 412099.23 4734802.27 
1860 45.3 412092.94 4734798.45 
1861 9.6 412090.23 4734796.59 
1862 48.5 412092.07 4734793.43 
1863 36.5 412092.51 4734789.89 
1864 46.5 412094.6 4734789.7 
1865 16.5 412095.88 4734791.47 
1866 28.8 412093.87 4734795.07 
1867 31.6 412097.37 4734796.73 
1868 36.8 412097.58 4734789.44 
1869 61 412100.24 4734789.44 
1870 34.2 412100.87 4734791.87 
1871 48.9 412099.85 4734795.16 
1872 9.8 412100.4 4734798.04 
1873 39.3 412104.37 4734800.53 
1874 22.2 412104.32 4734793.49 
1875 14.7 412102.34 4734793.38 
1876 53.4 412103.26 4734789.58 
1877 48.1 412107.95 4734789.91 
1878 17.4 412107.5 4734792.09 
1879 56 412110.12 4734790.33 
1880 38.2 412108.82 4734793.6 
1881 19 412111.06 4734793.84 
1882 27.5 412107.76 4734796.85 
1883 23.8 412109.7 4734798.26 
1884 45 412109.07 4734802.69 
1885 39.4 412110.42 4734806.5 
1886 31.1 412113.3 4734807.79 
1887 37.5 412111.53 4734798.19 
1888 29.6 412112.32 4734792.48 
1889 26.7 412114.68 4734790.43 
1890 32.9 412114.98 4734792.8 
1891 40 412114.32 4734795.45 
1892 37.7 412114.99 4734800.17 
1893 37 412116.8 4734788.65 
1894 28 412116.08 4734809.62 
1895 48 412117.55 4734803.9 
1896 41.1 412120.73 4734809.25 
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1897 25.4 412122.24 4734807.32 
1898 40.3 412124.06 4734803.56 
1899 44.5 412122.16 4734799.92 
1900 16.8 412124.04 4734797.88 
1901 68.6 412124.13 4734792.2 
1902 23.6 412126.29 4734792.28 
1903 34.5 412126.44 4734793.84 
1904 13.1 412127.84 4734796.84 
1905 38.8 412126.61 4734798.16 
1906 29.4 412127.06 4734802.69 
1907 47.5 412124.89 4734808.95 
1908 46.7 412129.3 4734808.56 
1909 43.6 412132.4 4734807.24 
1910 29.2 412130.78 4734799.79 
1911 30.1 412130.68 4734796.43 
1912 49.1 412130.28 4734794.91 
1913 31.9 412132.73 4734794.93 
1914 26.5 412133.88 4734803.88 
1915 56.6 412136.97 4734806.88 
1916 25.3 412136.64 4734805.11 
1917 33 412135.6 4734801.39 
1918 64 412134.52 4734797.76 
1919 43.7 412134.74 4734795.59 
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Appendix B.  Complete List of calculations from Field-Based data and Photo-interpretation 











































































































8 7 123.59 1.026 4202.24 
25 763,766,767,768,773, 8 8 165.49 1.409 5771.80 












































































































8 9 211.34 1.522 6222.57 




























































































14 23 198.75 2.085 8531.98 
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